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MAYOR
Maynard Jackson needs to take action to regain
our community's trust and he needs to do it quickly.
by Patrick Garvey
inaccurate. Jackson has fulfilled some of
What if we could grade the people we his promises—issuing three relatively
elect to office, the same way our teachers toothless executive orders and the appointgraded us when we were in school? The ing one openly lesbian woman to a city
Atlanta Chapter of Queer Nation has done board. Relations between City Hall and
just that, giving Mayor Maynard Jackson members of the gay community are much
an "F." Mayoral inactivity on hate-motivat- more cordial than during Mayor Young's
ed crimes, gay civil rights, safety, domestic administration. Three "Senior Advisors"
partnership, discrimination, and AIDS to/from the gay community have been
earned Jackson a numerical grade of "O" appointed. And, despite substantial posturin each of those areas.
ing on Chief Eldrin Bell's part, relations
"Maynard means well," Queer Nation's between the Police Department and the
press release in the form of a child's report
card reads, "...he says he's going to do his
work, but when he turns it in, it is incomplete."
Jackson has fulfilled none of the promis- community show signs of improvement.
es he made to the gay and lesbian commuBut action from City Hall on more subnity who helped elect him, according to stantive change has been slow to non-exisLynn Cothren of Queer Nation. "We're just tent Inclusion of sexual orientation in the
asking him to do his job, to do what he city's contract compliance law (originally
promised us," explains Cothren. part of the executive order package
"Hopefully this is enough to get the ball announced last June for Pride Week) has
rolling."
seen no action. Ditto movement on domesMayor Jackson's failing grade comes in tic partnership issues.
the wake of increasing violence toward
A staff member says that housing for
lesbians and gays: ten gay-related murders PWA's is "in process."
in Atlanta last year is more than any other
If there has been any action towards
metropolitan city in nation.
enacting laws which would protect the
In fact, Queer Nation's "F' and "O's" are rights of lesbians and gay men in the areas

of housing, employment and public
accommodation, we have not been made
aware of it
The City's lobbyist at the state legislature explains that neither hate crimes nor
sodomy repeal are on his lobby agenda.
There are questions of responsibility on

NEWS COMMENTARY

—————— EDITORIAL
?

DON T IGNORE LOMAX, QUEER NATION
Queer Nation's report card on Maynard Jackson's failure to attend to
gay/lesbian/AIDS issues is welcome, well-timed and much needed. But, lackadaisical as
Jackson may have been on our issues during his first year in office, the Mayor is a veritable ball of activist fire when compared to Fulton County Commission Chairman
Michael Lomax.
Lomax has relied on his continuing appearances at
lesbian/gay functions, embellished rhetoric and the
fact that the county gives a modicum of funds to AID
Atlanta to cover up his inaction on any sort of a proactive lesbian/gay agenda.
Fulton County will soon begin disbursement of federal funds under the Ryan White AIDS CARE Act.
Lomax will, we assume, use this redistribution of
D.C.'s dollars as a smoke screen for his absolute in
attention to our issues—like the broad reaching civil
rights legislation that he promised us almost two years
ago.
Queer Nation did the right thing by issuing a report
card on the mayor, but it picked the wrong student.
Michael Lomax is the local politician who, when faced
with the test of living up to his promises, rates a failing
score.

both sides here, but the fact remains that
the city is not actively lobbying for either
piece of important legislation.
But where the Mayor's inattention to lesbian/gay/AIDS issues really glares is in his
lack of response to Queer Nation's challenge to "show us where we're wrong."
With more than a week and a half to
reply to QN's report card, the Mayor's
office, claiming the pressures of daily business, was either unable or unwilling to provide a reply in time for inclusion in this
issue of Southern Voice.
The Mayor's press office told us that a

HIV

reply would be ready on Monday. Then
Tuesday. Then Wednesday. When we
explained that our deadline was already
passed, Lyn May told us that the Mayor's
reply would just "have to wait 'til the next
issue."
"We're not surprised by the lack of
response," said Cothren, "because its consistent with the way he's been behaving
towards us all along."
Unfortunately, we're not surprised
either. We are disappointed. And increasingly distrustful of the man who, when
seeking their votes, told members of the
lesbian and gay community, "I will never,
never, never let you down."
By being so slow to take action on his
promises to us, by not getting the city
actively involved in lobbying the legislature on hate crimes and sodomy repeal and
by dragging his feet on a reply to QN,
Maynard Jackson has let us down. He
needs to take action to regain our community's trust and he needs to do it quickly.

The controversy over whether it
• is the cause of AIDS boils over
again, this time into the
• mainstream press.

by Aubrey Bowie
The 1984 pronouncement by the U.S. thousands of gay men to become ill and
Secretary of Health and Human Services die in the prime of life.
that the virus causing AIDS had been
In recent months the "not HIV" rumisolated was a pinpoint of light in the ble has risen to a mild roar with increascloud of doom under which the gay ing attacks on the HIV hypothesis in scicommunity huddled. The enemy had a entific journals, as well as in the mainname: HTLV-III (since changed to HIV.) stream media.
The battle was joined.
The most vocal—and most radical
But a rumbling of dissent was heard —dissenter is Peter H. Duesberg, a pioalmost before Secretary Margaret neer in studying the genetic structure of
Heckler stepped away from the micro- retroviruses, who believes that HIV is
phone. That dissent has been given its incapable of causing AIDS. He has
clearest and most consistent voice in the repeatedly said he would inject himself
New York Native, a gay paper whose with HIV in order to prove his point.
publisher Charles Ortleb has remained Skeptics ask why he hasn't made good
hell-bent on proving that something on his offer.
other than HIV is causing hundreds of
Continued on page 21
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SODOMY SINKS IN COMMITTEE
Rightwing lobbying also responsible for punishment enhancement
being stripped from hate crimes
by Patrick Garvey
Atlanta—As major media attention focused on passage of
Gov. Zell Miller's lottery bill last week, lesbian, gay and AIDS
lobbyists worked feverishly to secure passage of a state-wide
hate crimes bill and repeal of the state's archaic sodomy laws.
The progressive lesbian/gay effort was countered by massive
phone lobbying from members of Operation Rescue and
Citizens for Public Awareness. As this issue went to press, it
appeared that the two right-wing groups had been effective.
Sodomy Sacked: This year's sodomy repeal bill (H.B. 491)
written and introduced by Rep. Jim Martin (D-Fulton) takes a
different tack from last year's effort and seeks to remove
"sodomy" from the 14-plus places that the word appears in the
Georgia Criminal Code. In some cases the bill substitutes "oral
or anal sex" for "sodomy" in other cases the word was simply
banished.
While repeal advocates have been working for more than
ten years in Georgia, this year's effort by the Georgia Privacy
Coalition has been far and away the most organized and directed effort ever, including a well attended and organized lobby
day and a massive postcard campaign.
That effort, however, appears to have been grounded for the
session. Members of the Special Judiciary Committee voted 73 not to send the bill to the House floor for further consideration.
The only positive votes came from Reps. Henrietta
Turnquest, Mary Young Cummings, and the bill's sponsor Jim
Martin.
Cathy Woolard of the lesbian and gay chapter of the ACLU
says she and other members of the Privacy Coalition felt sure
that they had more than enough support going into the committee meeting, "It points to how much further we have to go to
pass this bill," she said, "...this could take years [to pass], we
have to be patient."
"It's a controversial political issue," said Martin echoing
Woolard's disappointment and concern. "It's difficult for some
[legislators] to address because they're worried about their constituents. We just have to keep working on it to convince them
to pass it."
Three of the legislators who voted against sending H.B.
491 to the House floor did not return Southern Voice's calls
requesting an explanation for their vote, lending credence to
Martin's observation.
"Operation Rescue and Citizens for Public Awareness are
flooding the Capitol with calls [on both sodomy repeal and
hate crimes]," added Woolard, "we absolutely must match or
exceed their efforts."
The Privacy Coalition has asked that concerned citizens call
the offices of members of the Special Judiciary Committee to
thank the legislators who voted to send H.B. 491 to the floor
and question those who refused to allow the House to vote on
it. (See sidebar for names and numbers.)
Hate Crimes Stripped: Unlike Sodomy Repeal, The Bias
Crimes Information and Documentation Act (H.B.376 ) sailed

GLAAD WINS ONE
WITH DICKERSON
Media watchdog group vows
to take on JIC's obit policy
by Patrick Garvey
Atlanta—In their first confrontation with
a local journalist, members of the Atlanta
Chapter of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD) met with
Atlanta Journal editorialist Jeff Dickerson
two weeks ago and have apparently convinced him of the error of his ways. In
December Dickerson commented—on the
TV program "Sunday News Conference"
—that gay men and lesbians must be "wearing their sexuality on their sleeves" when
they were victims of hate crimes. The
implied conclusion? That gays and lesbians
deserve to be bashed when they make themselves visible to the straight community.
Padraig McMannus-McLoughlin says the
group of six men and women met with
Dickerson at his home, and "had a great discussion for about an hour. He couldn't figure
out why someone would be bashed because
they were gay," McLoughlin explained. "It
took a lot of convincing...but he learned, he
took back his statement."

through the Special Judiciary Committee with no one testifying
against it and only one dissenting vote, from Rep. Anne
Mueller (D-Chatham).
As originally written the bill would bring Georgia into
compliance with the national Hate Crimes Statistics Act,
requiring the state to collect data on crimes motivated by the
race, religion, national origin, color, gender, sexual orientation
or HIV status of the victim.
The bill would also require law enforcement training centers
in Georgia to provide training in identifying and combating
hate crimes and provide harsher penalties for perpetrators convicted of crimes motivated by prejudice and hate.
Apparently in response to pressure on legislators from
Operation Rescue (which claimed its anti-abortion protests
could have been seen as bias crimes under the provisions of the
bill) and Citizens for Public Awareness (whose flyer opposing
the bill claimed it would be a victim of the legislation), Rep.
Nan Orrock (D-Fulton), the bill's sponsor, decided to amend
the legislation scheduled to be voted on in the House as this
issue went to press. That bill contained only the data collection and training provisos of the original measure. Orrock
remained adamant that she would withdraw the bill rather than
allowing sexual orientation of HIV status to be removed from
it.
For the latest information on H.B.376 call the Privacy
Coalition's Legislative Hotline, 286-2358.
AIDS Issues: People with AIDS, their advocates and health
care workers swarmed the Capitol on Jan. 7 to lobby for
increased funding and attention to the disease. Juanita Hicks,
from the Washington DC-based National Organization of
Response to AIDS, addressed a crowd of around 75 people
about the current issues affecting AIDS legislation prior to the
lobbying effort.
"You are not allowed to be discriminated against if you don't
pose a health risk," said Hicks. "Current legislation wants to
spend federal and state money on testing for people considered
to be in a high risk category—mandatory testing without
knowledge or consent."
Presently H.B. 427 is the only negative AIDS legislation that
has been introduced this year. The bill would require mandatory HIV antibody testing for any person being accused of an
AIDS-transmitting crime—rape, incest, and aggravated
sodomy.
Jeffrey Corrigan, Lobbyist for the Georgia AIDS Coalition,
doesn't see mandatory testing doing any good for the state or
the victim. "The legislation thinks testing is the cure-all," he
said. "The idea is to test everybody, and those who are positive
can be kept in a corner."
Summing up the combined efforts of the gay, lesbian and
AIDS communities in this year's General Assembly activist
Chip Rowan said, "For too long we expected other people to
speak for us. Now we've decided to speak for ourselves...I
think it's time where we all empower ourselves, and put state
politics back into our own hands."

Pat Hussain co-chair of GLAAD added,
"We found out that even though Dickerson
is a conservative, he isn't closed minded.
We didn't go looking for a convert, just fair
treatment."
Heartened by their interaction with
Dickerson, members of GLAAD say they
will confront the Atlanta Journall
Constitution for its refusal to acknowledge
the partners of gays and lesbians in its obituaries as well as attempt to meet with
Journal editorialist Dick Williams (see
Viewpoints this issue.)
The long simmering feud about the
paper's obituary policy came to a boil again
recently when the paper refused to
acknowledge Jeffrey Engel as the lover of
William S. Anderson Jr. who died in early
January. The two men were partners for 14
years. The paper accepted a paid funeral
notice that recognized the relationship as
well as the fact that Anderson died of
AIDS, but printed an obituary that excluded
both facts. Engel gave his permission to run
the obit, but only if it included information
about the two men's relationship.
Engel's mother, Rhea, called the paper's
action "deceitful, negligent and inaccurate
reporting" in a scathing letter to editor Ron
Martin.
GLAAD's Pat Hussain requested that
anyone who has gone through a similar
experience contact her at 872-9088.
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Hate mail: Citizens for Public Awareness' flyer
opposing passage of H.B. 376 focuses entirely on
preventing the passage of laws that would provide equal protection for gays and lesbians.
Rape Shield Threatened: A law that protects the victims
of one of the most violent and damaging of all hate crimes,
rape, was threatened by a measure introduced by Sen. Nathan
Deal (D-Gainesville), President Pro Tern of the Senate. Deal's
bill would have permitted rape victims to be questioned during
the trial about their sexual histories and lifestyle.
Women lobbyists at the Capitol responded immediately and
angrily threatening to make the changes, if passed, a major
issue in the General Assembly for the next several sessions.
After a flood of phone calls from angry women, the Senate
unanimously defeated Deal's proposal.
Pap Smears Added: Under the terms of H.B. 538—sponsored by "Able" Mable Thomas (D-Atlanta)—health insurance
payments for pap smears and mammograms would be mandatory in the state of Georgia. Current law allows insurance companies to offer such coverage as an option. While observers
praised Thomas' bill, they noted that she had refused to sign on
to Martin's sodomy repeal bill as a co-sponsor, after indicating
to community activists that she would.

■ ■■

CALL THESE LEGISLATORS
Thank these for voting to send H.B. 491 to the House:
Mary Cummings—656-0126; Jim Martin—656-7859;
Henrietta Turnquest—656-0126
And tell these that you are dissatisfied with their vote to not
send H.B. 491 to the House floor:
Fred Aiken—656-0109; Henry Bostick—656-0305; Bill
Goodwin—656-0137; David Irwin—656-0305; Curtis
Jenkins—656-0325; Sidney Jones—656-0177; Kip
Klien—656-0265; James Langford—656-0213; Anne
Mueller—656-0109; Mable Thomas—656-7859; Jay
Walker—656-0152

RESTAURANT
ACCUSED OF
FIRING GAYS
Homosexuals or men with
feminine traits targeted
Norcross, GA—Two gay male employees of the Cracker Barrel restaurant located
at 6175 McDonough Dr. say they were fired
because they are gay. A third employee,
Wayne Couch, who is currently not working
because of a job related injury, says that he
was asked to be at the meeting where the
other two were fired, but did not attend.
Couch says he assumes that he will be fired
when he does return to work.
Couch also reported that at least one
other Cracker Barrel employee who worked
in Charlotte, N.C. was recently fired
because he is gay.
One of the men who was fired asked that
his name not be used; Southern Voice was
unable to contact the other man to ask permission to use his name in print.
The men who were fired say that their
store manager, Ron Phillips, called them
into his office on Friday, Feb. 1 and told that
they were being dismissed because the company now had a policy of not employing
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"homosexuals or men who had feminine
traits." One had worked for the company
for 3.5 years and was an assistant store
manager. Neither protested their dismissal.
Phillips refused to comment on the incident and referred Southern Voice to Bill
Bridges in the company's personnel department at its headquarters in Lebanon, Tenn.
Bridges did not return repeated requests for
information about the incident.
Cracker Barrel owns more than 90
restaurant/gift shops located mostly along
Interstate highways in the Midwest and
Southeast. The stores are all company
owned, and the parent company Cracker
Barrel Old Country Stores, Inc. is a publically traded stock. The stores do a busy
breakfast, lunch and dinner trade with businessmen, families, truckers and tourists.
Because Georgia is a "right to work"
state and has no laws prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation, the firing of the men because they are gay is legal.
However, one of the men who was fired
says that when he went to apply for unemployment benefits, a state employee told
him, "this isn't right, they can't do this." A
conference between the employer, the dismissed employee and the unemployment
insurance agency is set for Wednesday, Feb.
13.

NEWS
No

CHANGE IN MILITARY'S BAN ON GAYS AND LESBIANS

The Pentagon denies reports that it instituted a policy requiring all gay and lesbian members of
the armed forces to complete their duty to war, but would by forced out of the military as soon as
the fighting in the Persian Gulf ended. This announcement comes after stories in the New York
Tunes, Washington Post and other newspapers reported a lesbian soldier, Donna Lynn Jackson,
was told she would remain in the Army Reserves as long as the war with Iraq continued, and
would face mandatory discharge when it stopped. U.S. Department of Defense spokesman, Lt.
Commander Ken Satterfield told the Washington Blade that all gays and lesbians will continue
to be discharged from armed forces, even when there's a war going on. DC activist Martin
Hiraga, however, claims that at least 14 openly gay/lesbian reservists have been sent to the
Persian Gulf.
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Watkins Wins Again: Army Sgt. 1st Class Perry Watkins, who was discharged for being gay
will receive about $135,000 in back pay and full retirement benefits, according to an Associated
Press story. Watkins of Tacoma, Wash., said he plans to keep working to get the Pentagon ban
on homosexuals overturned. "Any able-bodied person who gives to their country deserves to be
judged on the quality of their performance," he said. While advocates see the settlement as a victory, they warn that Watkins' case is different from many others because the Army had repeatedly allowed Watkins to reenlist despite the fact that he was openly gay.
Risky Sex in a Dangerous War: Another soldier has been dishonorably discharged from the
Army for neglecting to tell his sex partners that he was infected with HIV. Mark Rogers pleaded
guilty to three counts of disobeying orders before a military court, and was sentenced to 10 years
in jail, but will serve four under a pretrial agreement. The prosecutor Capt. Joel Wilson said,
"There's a military case of law that the military has the right to go into a fairly personal part of
the person's life because there's the responsibility to make sure people in the military are healthy
and able to carry out their mission."
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Operation Protester Storm: A brand-new special unit of the San Francisco Police
Department—the Civil Disturbance Section—has targeted that city's chapter of ACT UP for
investigation, according to the San Francisco Sentinel. The SFPD said that the purpose of the
investigation is to develop criminal charges against those taking part in "violent" demonstrations
at the outbreak of war, on January 15. ACT UP spokesperson, Rob Low responded by saying:
"What happened.. .is a legitimate expression of what people are feeling. What the police want to
do now is use that as an excuse to harass us." Gay and lesbian participation continued in anti-war
protests in San Francisco (pictured), Boston, Seattle and D.C. where armed guards were posted
outside government buildings never before protected during protests. The National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force has issued a position paper stating the organization's opposition to the war
saying that the conflict "directly and detrimentally affects the lives of gays and lesbians and the
aspirations for equality for the gay and lesbian community."
St. Paul a Self-hating Homo?: Controversial Episcopal Bishop John S. Sprong of Newark
has said that St. Paul shows the signs of being a self-loathing and repressed gay male, and that
this helps explain the apostle's anguished cries ("Wretched man that I am!"), and his hostility
toward women ("wives submit to your husbands"). Sprong feels that by viewing St. Paul as a
gay man he hopes to make homosexuals more comfortable in the Episcopal Church and attract
people who left the church feeling that it was a moribund institution wedded to ancient ways of
thinking. Local playwright Jim Grimsley, whose "Lizard of Tarsus" chronicled much of Paul's
affect on the Church commented, "We don't want him! You're not gonna put him off on us.
Paul's a heterosexual problem and so he shall remain."

Life Becomes Easier for Town's Lesbians and Gays: The North Carolina town of
Carrboro has revised its personnel ordinance to protect town employees and job applicants from
discrimination based on sexual orientation. "I think for people applying to the town for jobs or
who work for the town who are gay or lesbian, it could make life easier to have the policy stating
that they will not be discriminated against," Carrboro Board member Jacquelyn Gist told the
Chapel Hill Herald. The ordinance brings the town in step with neighboring cities Chapel Hill,
Raleigh and Durham. Activists say they have no knowledge of plans for towns around Atlanta to
adopt similar measures.

Health Care Workers Under Pressure to Reveal HIV Status: The American Medical
Association and the American Dental Association have recommended that HIV-positive health
care workers inform their patients of their status, or stop practicing. A CDC statistical report on
AIDS said that the risk of getting infected with the HIV virus is small compared with risks of
other mishaps in health-care settings. Nevertheless, the agency is considering guidelines to
restrict the practice of health care workers who are HrV+. The draft study was developed for a
meeting to be held here on Feb. 21.
SWMCF Returns to Ga. Site: The Southern Women's Music and Comedy Festival has won
its battle with the administrators of Camp Coleman and the 8th edition of the event will return to
Georgia, May 23-27. Organizer Robin Tyler credits Patricia Ireland and Rosemary Dempsey of
the National Organization for Women with helping sway negotiations in favor of the festival.
Tyler says that the difficulty that lesbian/gay groups are having renting land and chartering boats
for cruises is a disturbing trend that must be countered.
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YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
HEADQUARTERS
We feature every catagory of recorded
music including Atlanta's largest selection
of classical and Broadway showtunes
PLUS an extensive catalog of women's music!
We are proud to be able to offer you the
best possible choice when it comes to
picking your musical pleasures
ADDITIONALLY
We have a large variety of videos, laserdiscs,
blank tape, accessories and gift certificates.
Convenient to the Lenox MARTA Station
We invite you to stop by and
explore the entertainment possibilities!
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR
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Bias Crime Report: Three incidents have been reported to the bias line since the last issue.
Two were incidents of harassment in Midtown and Little 5 Points, one was a report of police
brutality. Remember to report all bias-related incidents to 286-BIAS.

ATLANTA

"AROUND LENOX" SHOPPING CENTER
Across From Neiman Marcus in Lenox Square

(404) 264-1217
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matic portrait of the legendary, non-conventional jazz singer who eschewed easy
success by staying true to a unique
singing style which took 30 years to be
Returning to the community an inspiring vision of its experiences
recognized as sheer genius by growing
ences where before there was only distoraudiences.
by John Zen
tion, no documentation of our lives, work, •"Storme: The Lady of the Jewel Box,"
For black lesbian Michelle Parkerson,
and worth."
about a revue at Miami's Jewel Box Club
film, video, and poetry are powerful
She's won plaudits from journalists,
in 1939, which expands the parameters of
weapons of social change in an ongoing
critics, and peers. Poet and author Jewelle gay and lesbian history in many ways, a
battle to win peoples' hearts and minds
history offering enormous pride, accordGomez says Parkerson's "films, poetry
around the world.
and fiction are suffused with the light of
ing to GCN 's Patricia A. Gozemba.
"I have a passion for redefining the
mysticism, commitment, and reality.
•"Gotta Make This Journey," a one-hour
capacity to communicate through media,"
They seem to both investigate and celevideo profile of the a cappella singers and
she said at a World AIDS Day forum in
activists of Sweet Honey in the Rock,
Washington D.C., "a passion for creativity brate as if (she) would see the world from
all other angles and still insist you know
who have echoed social activism and
utilizing technology as a tool for activism
voiced the depth of struggles by people of
the world's most inner core."
and rewriting herstory.
color worldwide for
"If a lesbian sen"At best, the power of film- and videoover 16 years.
sibility is ever to be
making meshes both cause and creativiAngela Davis, Holly
defined,"
Gomez
ty."
Near, and Alice
added, "it will most
Parkerson—one of about 30 black
Walker offer cameo
assuredly bear
women who work independently in
tributes, underscorMichelle's name.
American cinema—has become one of
Parkerson, who
ing the deep political
the most respected feminist film makers
commitment each of
studied theater at
in the U.S.
the six women
At a recent forum held at D.C.'s Astrea Temple University,
exude.
works to send powGallery, she added "Race" to the title of
Parkerson said
erful statements
the "Sex, Art, and Politics" panel, providher devout Catholic
ing a prelude to February's Black History/ about the experimother, an avid
ences of Black lesHerstory Month by specifying that "race
movie fan and thebians and gay peohas an undeniable impact on it all."
ater-goer with a pasple. "There are so
She titled her timely presentation
sion for acting and
many stories and
"Birth of a Notion," after D.W. Griffith's
film-making, fueled
1915 epic film. The talk documented how ain't nobody started
her fervor for electo tell them yet," she
gay and lesbian imagery and experience
tronic and celluloid
told Gomez. Film
can best be broadened and "an ethnocenand video are acces- Parkerson: Image making is power. media.
tric, diverse nation of lovers constructed
She also credits
sible media that need
24 frames at a time" (sound film's projec"the urgency of black nationalism" and
to be demystified so the masses can see
tion speed).
the gay, lesbian, and women's liberation
those tales. "Media reach is amazing.
"Image-making," offered the DC resiPeople call from Mali, from Hackensack." movements of the early 70s for influencdent, "is power."
ing her move from the stage to film mak"That's where the power of it is for me
Film and video, Parkerson explained,
ing.
as a political person."
are "sophisticated tools of political per"Black nationalism and feminism kinsuasion and history-writing. "We use
Parkerson's films include:
dled my political awareness and ultimate(them) to validate our herstory and experi- •"But Then, She's Betty Carter," a cine-

Michelle Parker son:
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ly catalyzed my search for a synthesis
between politics, my daily life, and
work," she said.
In 1989, Parkerson received the most
enthusiastic ovation at the District of
Columbia's eighth Arts Awards, for
"Excellence in an Artistic Discipline."
She thanked the DC Arts and Humanities
Commission for making "one small strike
against the Jesse Helms amendment by
giving me this," noting that his "rightwing onus was a rallying point in (our)
community because of his virulent attack
on homoerotic expression."
"I'm a black lesbian...thankful for
(your) bold, straight-ahead acknowledgement of more radical expressions, as well
as mainstream art, in the face of
controversy over arts funding."
Parkerson's films allow audiences to
recognize her subjects' uniqueness, singular courage, distinction, and charisma.
And they demonstrate her own huge share
of these formidable traits and media-making talent. She defines her film-making
mission as "returning to the community an
inspiring vision of its experiences."
Parkerson's book "Waiting Rooms" is
"a^haunting, witty, and politically insightful collection of poetry and fiction which
in many ways expands upon the themes,
sub-texts, and people in her films," wrote
Gozemba in Boston's GCN.
Currently Parkerson is at work on a
film about Audre Lorde, set for an August
release.
"Poetry," Lorde said in a recent issue
of Progressive, "is the conflict in the lives
we lead" and is an art that "intensifies ourselves, alters and underlines our feelings.
It is most subversive because it is in the
business of encouraging change."
No doubt that's one reason Lorde so
enjoyed having Parkerson along to document her recent tours.
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Come Inside
Where the Colors are HOT

Twenty-five Lunch Special Items Priced
from $4.00 to $6.25 • 7 DAYS A WEEK
618 Ponce de Leon Ave. • 872-2918
(Across from the old Sears Building)

Hours: Tues-Thurs 5 pm -10 pm,
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Sit Back & Relax to the Pulsating Rhythm Of Our
Reggae & Calypso Music

Personal Checks Accepted.
No Credit Cards Accepted.
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for parties of six or more.
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Audre Lorde:

The artist must be revolutionary.
by John Zen
Her son is a Naval intelligence officer and
her reaction to the Persian Gulf crisis is not
known, but Audre Lorde is definitely on
record as opposing the powerful Pentagon.
She trusts her offspring, she said in an
interview with Progressive magazine'
William Steif, but still has "very strong feelings against the U.S. military opposing liberation movements around the world."
The "black-lesbian-feminist-warrior-poetmother," as she describes herself, was bom of
parents from Barbados and Grenada. She
lives in St. Croix in the U.S. Virgin Islands in
a "pleasant" house near the sea.
Lorde uses a lower case "a" to write about
the U.S., she explained, "because I'm angry
about the pretenses of america. It's on the
wrong side of every liberation struggle on
earth."
Steif s interview preceded the Persian Gulf
conflict, which is highlighted on the issue's
cover to highlight two other articles.
Lorde, 56, is the subject of a major workin-progress by prominent Washington filmmaker Michelle Parkerson, who previewed a
video version on World AIDS Day at Astrea
Gallery in Washington, D.C.

Lorde's writings were singled out by
Senator Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) as obscene,
and unworthy of funding by the National
Endowment for the Arts, the The
Progressive interview notes.
"I know my work is not obscene," she
counters.
"On the other hand, he's right in a way: I do
mean his downfall. His ideas are the height of
obscenity, crushing not only the United States
but most of the world today, putting power
and profits above human needs."
Lorde is author of a dozen books, teacher,
lecturer, survivor of three bouts with cancer,
and Steif s "exemplar of courage, exponent of
unvarnished truth."
In 1979-80, she questioned why so few
NEA grants went to people of color, while
"the white artistic community was resoundingly silent."
The NEA's failure to support radical
change will end in its demise, she warned.
"The artist must be revolutionary. The artist
is one of the few who knows how much there
is to lose."
Lorde's name, and her life, wrote Gay
Community News reviewer Cheryl Clarke,
"claim our attention, our intellectual spon-

among the many Black men and women whose works are
featured. A multicultural treasure. (St. Martins Press, 1988)
•Also:Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology by Barbara
Smith, ed. (Kitchen Table-Women of Color Press, 1983);
Conditions: Poems by Essex Hemphill (Be Bop Books,
1986); A Burst of Light: Essays by Audre Lorde (Firebrand
Books, 1988); The Cancer Journals by Audre Lorde
(Spinsters/Aunt Lute Press, 1980); Zami: A New Spelling of
My Name by Audre Lorde (Persephone Press, 1982); Living
as a Lesbian by Cheryl Clarke (Firebrand Books, 1986).

Reading About Our Histories
A short list of titles that offer insight and perspective
AFRICAN-AMERICAN GAY AND LESBIAN
HISTORY/LITERATURE

•Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches by Audre Lorde—A
collection by one of the world's most powerful and thoughtprovoking writers. Lorde has spent the last 20 years telling
the stories of Black lesbian feminists from her unique and
honest perspective. The book spans ten years and covers subjects such as Lorde's children, her family and the feminist
movement. (Crossing Press, 1984)
•Other Countries: Black Gay Voices by Other Countries
Writing Collective—The first volume to be published by this
New York based group of Black gay men. Poetry, essays and
plays that have been called both "inspiring" and "beautiful"
by critics. (Other Countries, 1988)
•In the Life: A Black Gay Anthology by Joseph Beam, ed.
—More than 30 essays poems and stories about what it
means to be a Black gay man. (Alyson Publications, 1986)
•Gay and Lesbian Poetry in Our Time: An Anthology by
Carl Morse and Joan Larkin, eds—This collection is the first
of its kind to include so many works by lesbians and gay men
of color. June Jordan, Kate Rushin and Assotto Saint are

AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY

•Before the Mayflower: A History of Black America by
Lerone Bennett—The story of Blacks who arrived before the
Puritans, how they came to North America and what happened to them when they got here. This and other Black firsts
by the world's most widely read Black American author.
(Johnson Publishing Co., 1987)
•Eyes on the Prize: America's Civil Rights Years, 19541965 by Juan Williams—The award winning television documentary is based on this important book about 11 of the most
explosive years in this country's history. (Penguin, 1988)
•The Autobiography of Malcolm X by Malcolm X—"The
absorbing personal story of a man who rose from hoodlum,
thief, dope peddler and pimp to become the most dynamic

IMMEDIATE CARE CENTER
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taneity and our emotional need to connect
with her experience, authority, and vulnerability."
To overcome rampant racism, sexism, and
homophobia that "have become more articulated in the last ten year," Lorde urges people
to "work in the service of what we believe."
Presidents Reagan and Bush "have legitimized" these -ism ills, Lorde says, resulting
in a "sense of doom" that requires people to
know that no one is untouched by U.S. or
world problems and to speak up to perpetrators of injustice.
Lorde credits her teachers at New York
City's Hunter High School for encouraging
her, except for one mentor who censored her
love sonnet from the school's magazine
Lorde edited in 1947. An early rebel/freelancer, she submitted the banned opus to
Seventeen magazine, and was paid for its
publication.
Her books include Cables to Rage (1970),
From a Land Where Other People Live
(1973), Coal (1976), The Black Unicorn
(1978), Zami (1980), Sister Outsider (1984),
and Our Dead Behind Us (1986). A Burst of
Light: Living With Cancer, published by
Ithaca, New York's Firebrand Books, in 1988,
documents the poet's tenacious struggle to
save her own life by doing her work.
"Poetry," Lorde told Steif, "is the conflict
in the lives we lead." It's an art that "intensifies ourselves, alters and underlines our feelings."
"It is most subversive because it is in the

j * Same Day Appoiiiments
* I nternal Medicine
Psychotherapy

3280 Howen Mill Road
Northwest Medcal Center
at West Paces Ferry Hospital

* Anonymous
Testing

Lorde: Jesse Helms is right in a way.
I do mean his downfall.
business of encouraging change."
That's probably one reason she invited
Parkerson to join recent performance tours.
The award-winning film/video producer, herself a poet, uses media "as vehicles for social
changes." Her film about Lorde is scheduled"
for release in August.

leader of the Black revoloution.. .the agony of this brilliant
Negro's self-creation is the agony of an entire people in their
search for identity," said the New York Review of Books.
(Ballantine Books, 1973)
•Women Culture and Politics by Angela V. Davis—A book
by one of the most dynamic political/social leaders of our
time. A major force behind die Black Revolution in the '60s,
she was once on the FBI's top ten wanted list. This book
tracks the roles of Black women culturally and politically in
this country. (Random House, 1989)
•Other Titles: From Slavery to Freedom: A History of
American Negroes by John H. Franklin (Knopf, 1967); The
Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum
South by John W Blassingame (Oxford University Press,
1979); Travail and Triumph: Black Life and Culture in
the South Since the Civil War by Arnold H. Taylor
(Greenwood Press, 1976); The Black Family in Slavery and
Freedom, 1750-1925 by Herbert G. Gutman (Vintage Books,
1977); Long Memory: The Black Experience in America
by Mary Berry (Oxford University Press, 1982); Blood in
My Eye by George Jackson (Random House, 1972).
A special thanks to: The Department of African-American
Studies at Emory University and the Special Collections
Department of the Atlanta-Fulton County Public Library for
their contributions to this article. — Patrick Bell
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ED KOGELSCHATZ, D.V.M.
BETH DANIEL, D.V.M.
593 Dutch Valley Road, NE
Appointments Preferred

Office (404) 873-1786 • After Hours (404) 873-1786
Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 8:00-6:00 • Tues, Thurs 8:00-7:30 • Sat 9:00-1:00

Valentine's Day The Caribbean Way

Hot'n
Hearty...

with Julio & Domingo

with Back to the Basics
Hunter's Stew
Layers of Rice, Great N. White Beans,
Chicken, Sausage, Ham, Lamb and topped
with Thick and Rich Tomato Sauce
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COOKING

The flavors of Eastern Europe for mere rubles
2625 Piedmont Road
Buckhead Crossing Center
Near Cub Foods

364-0212

M-Th 11:00 AM -2:30 PM
6:00 PM-10:00 PM
Fri
11:00 AM-10:00 PM
Sat
12:00 PM -11:00 AM
Sun
1:00 PM-9:00 PM

Lunch
Dinner

M-Fll-2
M-Th 6-10
Fri-Sat6-l-:30
Closed Sundays

Plenty of Free Parking
Smoke-Free Dining Atmosphere
469 N. Highland (S. of Ponce) 688-0836

Babushka's is now open for lunch!
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GUEST EDITORIAL

LUST IN LOVE
There are many styles of loving. Love
can develop out of friendship, out of playfulness, out of despair, and out of idealization. People also fall in love and that
is what happens when love is imbued
with a special erotic intensity. We can
call the intensity lust, a vital desire that
energizes not only relationships but artistic endeavor and social unrest. Falling in
love is revolutionary. We do so at great
risk. Our lives will change and all we
hold dear will be called into question. It is
no wonder that the very same thing most
of us think we want is what we are most
afraid of.
Universal mortality demonstrates that
everything and everyone we come to
love, we lose. Perhaps falling in love is a
function of our mortality, a temporary
leave of absence from the limitations time
imposes on our being here. In the old
myths love between the gods was always
lackluster—being immortal, there is noth-

ing urgent nothing to lose. Throw in a
human element though and you have
intrigue and passion—human lives don't
last, human affairs begin and end.
In Greek mythology one of the gods'
intermediaries was Chaos' son Eros.
Eros (our Cupid) served the gods by
bringing the element of human passion
into an otherwise boring heaven. Eros
served humankind by giving them the
taste of the eternal—time stands still in
the face of lovers' deep bonding. In
Japan this phenomenon is called TEN.
The Japanese say that a day of TEN is
worth ten thousand tranquil days and that
a day of tranquility is worth a year of
ordinary days. In Spanish "Querer"
means to love and to want and to wish, all
three. Eros functions as a bridge spanning love and wanting and wishing a
bridge connecting eternity and now.
To separate love from lust is a normal
impulse, as normal as fear, as normal as

EDITORIAL

GET SOME HELP, DICK
It was too good to be true. For almost
ten months now, the Atlanta Journal's
Homophobe-in-Residence,
Dick
Williams, has kept his gay-bashing
mouth shut. You could almost feel a collective lessening of tension among local
gays and lesbians as it appeared that
Williams' vitriol had turned tender.
Perhaps the birth of a child to he and
wife Rebecca Chase had mellowed the
monster.
Wrong.
The man with the bobbing bow tie
was back with a vengeance in the Jan. 31
issue of the Journal.
What brought him out from under his
rock? The possibility that the Georgia
legislature might pass a Hate Crimes Bill
that includes the words "sexual orientation."
Why is Williams so terrified that the
state of Georgia will adopt a law that
contains these words? Such legislation
exists all over this country; conservative
members of congress have approved it,
even President Bush, for God's sake.
And why is Williams' diatribe against
this legislation filled with so many inaccuracies and outright falsehoods? The
man is not dumb, he has access to the
politicians who wrote the bill, the JIC's
huge library and a research staff.
Why is Dick Williams, the man, who
claims he has gay friends and that he has
nothing against gay men and lesbians,
so homophobic?
A couple of months ago we spoke
with a local journalist whose public gay
hating of a decade ago has mellowed
and, most recently, even turned to mild
support of our struggle for equality. We
asked him, 'why the change?' He told us
of an unfortunate incident in college, one
that left him fearful and mistrustful of
gay men. He admitted inflating that one
incident into a crusade against queers.
But, over the years, he met gay men and
lesbians who could be trusted and who
trusted him. And thus, slowly, his fear
has been ameliorated.

The cause of Dick Williams fear, his
phobia, of the legitimization of the rights
of gay men and lesbians must surely be
deeply rooted. This injury or fear or
whatever must be incredibly painful to
him or his writings on the subject would
not be so unreasoned.
In the past we've demanded Williams'
ouster. We've attacked his reasoning.
And we've made fun of him. But we've
finally come to realize that what the man
needs is not to be censured or belittled.
Mr. Williams needs professional help for
that part of him that is so terrified of gay
people. We can only pray that he will
realize this and seek that help soon.

loss. Promiscuity and pornography are
well-honed examples of our ability to
divide our outsides from our insides. The
price we pay is alienation; our hearts and
our minds cease their natural dialogue,
we can't fuck a friend or love a stranger,
passion is reduced to mechanics and
quantity substitutes for quality.
Alienation is a movement away from
healthy balance toward disease, substance
abuse arid suicide. It is also the basis of
our oppression as lesbians and gay men.
For lesbians and gay men, alienation is
part and parcel of growing up different in
a homophobic, racist and sexist society.
Differences are criticized and that criticism is often brutal and deforming. Not
only does it smother our spirits and shit
on our pride, that hateful ignorant criticism of our difference breaks our hearts.
We have the choice then to translate
heartbreak into alienation in order to get
as far away from our tormentors (perhaps
in distance, perhaps in style) as fast as we
can. Unfortunately, this effort always
falls short as the worst tormentors are the
ones who grow from our histories and
live like parasites inside us.
We have another choice too, one that
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Blake's
227 Tenth Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
To The Management:
First let me say I have visited your
establishment quite frequently and have
often enjoyed the friendly and attentive
service and pleasant atmosphere.
However, on my last visit (January 25) I
noticed something that I'm not quite sure
has been there all the time.
As I stood and waited for my turn in
your somewhat limited restroom facilities,
I noticed a wall covered with period advertisements featuring Black stereotypical
caricature. As a black gay man I found the
display utterly offensive. You see, it's hard
enough being a minority in this day and
time and gay, too. It's a double whammy!
And your insensitivity to the black gay
community is a harsh blow.
I've never understood why and how gay
people can discriminate. At first I thought

does not involve alienation. We can
acknowledge the heartbreak and go on
trying to let love happen between us. This
is a radical stance. It sows the seeds of
revolution which is always what falling in
love is. And it doesn't stop at falling in
love—this erotic, life affirming impulse
wants to go to work with us, wants to
make our lives and our worlds beautiful
and safe.
In China old porcelain bowls are not
considered really valuable until they are
broken. The broken bowl is pieced back
together and the gaps filled with gold.
Perhaps that practice can help us reframe
our heartbreak. Perhaps a heart is of no
real value until broken open. A heart is a
living thing and gold is too cold to fill the
gaps. Perhaps that is why, despite the
risks, we take a chance and fall in love.
We need something to fill the gaps that is
as alive as we are. Is it that something
that we make when we make love? If
love is a portal to the eternal, a way to
stop time, a bridge between heaven and
earth then why not also something as simple as the healing and making whole of
each of our hearts? Let us hope so.
- Franklin Abbott, M.S.W.
it was a matter of preference, but now I'm
convinced that the matter is of prejudice.
Do not misunderstand my words, I've
never been overtly discriminated against
by any of your staff. However, those subtle cues of racism only perpetuate the evil
of racial hatred and divisiveness.
Therefore, I request you remove these
offensive articles from your premises as a
gesture of fellowship and sense of community and open the door to all who wish to
enter.
We (the gay community) as a people
have to set an example to our non-gay
counterparts that racism, prejudice and
hate cannot and will not be tolerated at any
level. Now is the time for us to unite
against social, cultural, racial and sexual
oppression and we cannot do it as a divided force.
I would appreciate the courtesy of a
response to this letter on your choice of
action in this matter.
Terry Kelsey
At press time Mr. Kelsey had not
received a reply from Blake's. —Ed.

" GORBVS CHANGED—HE'S NOT THE MAN I FELL IN LOVE WITH/"
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Homoville, GA
Notes from a GWM who lives
where the City meets the South
by Al Cotton

MAKING MY PEACE
WITH COUNTRY MUSIC
Like lots of other Southerners, I was
raised on country music and I hated it My
parents are from Tennessee and I was
raised in Alabama, so when we headed to
Grandmother's house, the Grand Ole Opry
would always wind up on the radio. And
my brother and I fought against listening
to it like hens at Frank Purdue's house.
Anything but that nasal twang and those
country guitars and Martha White commercials, please!
Once we arrived, we often ended up at
square dances or cake walks or perfor-

LOVE IT
Dear Southern Voice:
Thanks for your fine, fine publication. This is the one Gay/Lesbian periodical in Atlanta that I read devotedly
from front to back, each issue. There
are so many things you do so well that
is not easy to single out a few for
praise. But, I especially admire your
balanced coverage, your thoughtful editorial section and the well-reasoned and
colorful musings of Gary Kaupman and
KC Wildmoon, Terry Francis' incisive
movie reviews and Dave Hayward's
lively eloquent, and informative theater
critiques.
The series of reprints that you have
run from other publications (particularly Partners magazine and the San
Francisco Chronicle) are also greatly
appreciated.
Your layout is sharp, your typefaces
are classy—I even like your unabashed
advertising sections. And, of course,
"Dish" is without peer. Practically
nothing else gets me laughing so often
and so loud as that "piquant serving of

mances in the gym of the three-room
schoolhouse in Pineview (Unincorporated,
Population 256), and the music would be
even nasal-er and twang-ier. At that time,
I would have taken a blood oath that I
would never become a country music fan.
Then last year, a nasty breakup left me
in need of music with some emotional resonance. I started listening to a local country station, and in a month, I was hooked.
I disliked Old Country for the same
reasons I dislike the Old South—backward, regressive, unevolved, sexist. Take
Tammy Wynette's Stand By Your Man—
does Ms. Wynette know there are times
when "your man" may need a knee in the
groin instead? At least there was Patsy
Cline, whose resonant voice and patient
delivery speak directly to the heart about
love and pain. Wynette sounds incredibly
unevolved in comparison.
Country music has changed in Patsy's
direction. Nowadays, Urban Country (is
that an oxymoron?) is more rock and less
twang. And there's a slew of new women
singers—Kathy Mattea, Patti Loveless,
Reba Mclntyre (who does whine some-

times), the incomparable k. d. lang (a
friend calls her Patsy Cline with hair on
her legs).
Their songs aren't traditional women's
country songs, about how they're get
stomped on by their man but still love him
anyway. Today, Lorri Morgan tells him
he's got "five minutes to tell me what I've
needed to hear" or her taxi's gone.
My favorite is Mattea, who sings about
people being true to their dreams. She
Came from Fort Worth is about a waitress
who meets a man, chucks her dead-end
job and moves because "She came from
Fort Worth, but Fort Worth couldn't hold
her/Her dreams were bigger than the
Texas sky." Flip the pronouns and you've
got the story of 95% of Atlanta's gay male
population, leaving home to find what
they can't get in Eufaula or Greenville or
Pineview.
Even the male singers like Clint Black,
Garth Brooks, Alan Jackson and Vince
Gill, express a New South mindset.
Black's classic goodbye song even helped
me survive my "recent unpleasantness".
He sang, "I'm leaving here a better man /

For knowing you this way / Things I
couldn't do before, now I think I can / And
I'm leaving here a better man." That's
when I realized that if my ex- couldn't
sing that song to me, then he wasn't the
man I thought I fell in love with.
New Country can best be summed up
by Lyle Lovett's version of Stand by
Your Man. Just his bravery in recording it
makes that song resonate with a truth
Tammy never dreamed of.
If I ever have weeknights off again, I'll
go to the Cove on Thursdays and learn to
two-step, which makes my mouth open in
amazement if I think about it long enough.
When I told my parents that I listened to
country music now, I heard, "Can you
believe this, James?" from my mother,
who is not prone to astonishment. "Well,
your brother listens to it, too. I would
have never have thought.
I agreed with her, but I couldn't give
her the satisfaction of admitting it. And as
with every situation, there's a country
song lurking in here, too. How about If
My Gay Son Likes Merle Haggard, Then
There's Hope.

succulent morsels, bon mots and lubricous tidbits." Plus your calendar is
clever, concise and very readable. And
whoever is compiling your organizations listing is doing a good job and
providing a great service.
Your newspaper box outside Life
Grocery in Marietta is where I find
Southern Voice when I can't make it
into the Big City. Thanks for remembering us outside the perimeter; I
always feel a bit of pride (and get a kick
out of) seeing your box right beside the
Marietta Daily Journal's.
Thanks kindly!

lished. She is obviously very upset
about not winning the "Writer of the
Year" Award. So upset that she states if
she had won the award she would have
given it back. I find that hard to believe.
Not only does she knock the entertainment (i.e., 2-1/2 drag queens) but she
bitterly criticizes the audience. K.C.
Wildmoon take note: if your writing is
anything like I read in this article, you
didn't deserve to win and I'm more than
surprised that you were even nominated. Your writing style has much to be
desired. Not only do you let it be
known that you are upset because you
lost the Award, but your own imperfections allow you to publish your bitter
thoughts on the entire evening. It's
obvious that each person is nominated
for an Award because their peers feel
they would represent themselves in a
respecting manner to those that watch.
From what I can tell of your attitude,
my dear, you could never hold the
honor of winning an Omni Award nor
any other Award for that matter. Why
did you feel it necessary to criticize the
audience that attended this awards cere-

mony? It seems to me the lesbian and
gay community has a hard enough time
with outsiders criticizing us and our life
style. Why must you, someone who
lives amongst us, criticize? How can
we ever be expected to be treated
equally with our own passing such
acrid judgement?

Mark Salamon

HATE IT
Dear Sir or Madam:
After reading K.C. Wildmoon's
review of the Omni Awards, I find it
necessary to let my opinion of her opinion be known. That article was written
and published in poor taste. I am
appalled that her article even got pub-

Tracy Dodd

STIMULATE IT
Editor I would like to thank Julia Penelope
for the enlightenment she provided in
your Jan. 3 issue. Her comment that the
only thing lesbians have that gay men
don't is brains has convinced me that the
key to a well-developed intellect is to
stimulate the clitoris, not the brain. If
only I had realized that being male and
homosexual doomed me to inherent stupidity, I'd never have wasted all those
years in that Ivy League doctorate program. Silly little me.
James Allen
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How can we have
peace on earth,
with wars going on
inside ourselves?

World peace begins with
inner peace. If you're not
at peace with yourself, the
idea of world peace probably seems illusive. It's
not. It begins with sharing
in a common vision that
we as individuals have
the power to love ourselves and each other
unconditionally.
The Experience is a two
and a half day workshop
presented in an environment of love, harmony
and understanding which
allows you the opportunity
to examine and let go of
the inner blocks that prevent you from being an
effective, loving and sharing human being.
The next Experience is
February 22, 23 and 24. For
more information, or to
attend an Experience
Preview, or to register,
call 873-9616.

Atlanta

The Atlanta Church
of Today Welcomes You
Regardless of Race, Creed,
Color, Lifestyle, or the
Number of Times
You've Been Born.
COME GROW WITH

Us...

We're Atlanta's newest church for
Positive Thinking and Positive
Living!
If you want to experience the
Presence of God in your life, come
and participate by snaring your own
spiritual light and energy with
seekers of like mind.
The Atlanta Church of Today's Dr.
Harry W. Morgan is a prize-winning
journalist and an Ordained Unity
minister. He teaches and preaches
the joys and benefits of Positive
Practical Christianity.

Atlanta
Church of Today
Every Sunday-11:00 AM
Walter Hill Auditorium
High Museum of Art
1280 Peachtree Street, NE
For Info: 250-9516
Dial-a-Positive-Thought: 250-1182
This ad space was donated by a PWA
member of the Atlanta Church of Today.

Uncle Sam
Doesn't Care
Whether or Not
You're on the
Verge of a

K

Nervous
Breakdown!
Each year on January 1st, we promise ourselves we won't put off filing our
taxes for the past year. But, April 15th has an ugly way of sneaking up and
catching us unprepared. Don't put yourself in the position of having a nervous
breakdown! Take control of the situation, and let HLM SERVICES use their
expertise to sort through your bags and boxes to determine your 1990 tax status.

HLM SERVICES, INC.
Tax Preparation • Full Service Accounting • Life and Health Insurance

CALL 659-0315
for an appointment
8

WE OFFER
Of

'ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING

Si.
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Hours:
8:30 am-5:30 pm
MON-FRI

FEATURE

Soviets, Sex and Social Change
Gay and lesbian glasnost has a long way to go say two activists touring the U.S.
by Rich Flowers
A poll taken by the popular Soviet television program "600 Seconds," in October,
1990 revealed that 42%, nearly half, of the
population of Leningrad said that homosexuals should be executed. In fact, according to
Soviet lesbians and gay men, the subject of
homosexuality evokes more dread than do
protest marches on the Kremlin, Lithuania's
pursuit of independence, or even the KGB
itself.
Therefore, it's not surprising that there are
virtually no openly lesbian women or gay
men in the Soviet Union. Soviet activist Jenia
Debryanskaya is one of maybe two open, for
the record, lesbians in a country of some 280
million people. She toured the United States
in November and December, 1990, for the
first time and was surprised how naive
Americans are about the day-to-day life of
lesbians and gay men in the Soviet Union.
Interviewers constantly asked, "What are
the lesbian bars like in your country?" The
question never ceased to astound her. "There
are no gay bars in the Soviet Union, for
women or men," she noted, "it's extremely
difficult to be out because homosexuality is
an object of intense public censure."
Debryanskaya lives with her lover Olga in
a small apartment in Moscow. They met last
summer and Olga moved in within a week.
Olga doesn't mind that Debryanskaya has
two sons. "I was married to the father of my
first daughter," she said, "and was able to
convince the second that I just wanted to live
together. I love children and for me abortion
is not an option." Abortion, however, is the
most common form of birth control for most
Soviet women, who average eight abortions
in their lives.
"I developed relationships with men
because I have always wanted children," she

explained, "I never loved them. My feelings
have always stemmed from women."
Debryanskaya, 37, was joined on her tour
by fellow gay activist Roman Kalinin, 24.
They met while working with the radical
Libertarian Party.
Kalinin was outed in the summer of 1990
by the Latvian newspaper The Baltic Times,
which printed an article entitled, "Roman
Kalinin, I Wouldn't Sleep With Gorbachev,"
after promising Kalinin that his name would
not be made public. Kalinin, who now uses
his real name, is a full-time student studying
to become a ballistic missile engineer and
edits TEMA, the gay and lesbian newspaper
that was first issued in 1990.
"All my spare time is spent on TEMA" he
said, "my particular tragedy is that I have no
time for relationships." Kalinin says he is
currently content with one-night stands and
changes sex partners every two or three
nights. He pursues nocturnal sex to "relieve"
his body and is very democratic when it
comes to choosing sex partners: he sleeps
with everyone who comes along.
"I prefer businessmen because they are
usually working as much as I am and so they
understand when we don't see each other any
more," he explained. Kalinin has been out
sexually four years and has never had a relationship. "I'm interested in men metaphysically," he said, "A man must have a good
soul and a big dick." Kalinin adds that he is
very popular in the Soviet Union and this is
one of the main reasons why he isn't interested in defecting.
Like Debryanskaya, Kalinin is surprised
how naive Americans are about Soviet culture. "Interviewers ask me if I have been
tested for 'AIDS'," he explained, "and want to
know the result. If I had tested positive I
wouldn't even be allowed to be here." In the
Soviet Union, if a person tests positive for

HIV antibodies, the Venereal Disease
Surveillance Squad kicks in the person's
place of employment is notified. Public
health officials set off in search of all former
sex partners and the HIV positive person's
passport stamped "INFECTED."
Soviet law requires everyone who is HIV
positive to notify all former sex partners of
their status. Failure to do so is punishable by
up to five years in a labor camp. Transmitting
the virus is punishable by up to 8 years of
imprisonment.
Then there's the infamous Article 121 of
the Soviet criminal code which makes
"homosexuality" illegal and provides for up
to five years imprisonment for "homosexual"
contact between consenting male adults.
There is no law per se proscribing lesbianism.
The Communist government instituted
Article 121 in 1933 as one of many ways to
quiet or expel dissidents. In fact, officials
refer to gay men and lesbians officially as
"sexual dissidents."
Despite the Communist government's
attempt to suppress gay and lesbian culture,
the Soviet Union has always sustained a gay
population. Spartacus, the international gay
guide book lists meeting places in Moscow.
But for the most part, Soviet gay men and
lesbians socialize in closed circles. Upperclass gay men still meet through salons, similar to those of society ladies in pre-revolution
days, when open-house was announced with
calling cards.
Working-class gay men cruise along
Gorky Street and Bolshoi Square. Lesbians
can meet each other in front of city hall.
Debryanskaya and Kalinin describe the gap
between working- and upper-class gay in the
Soviet Union as very wide and say that gay
solidarity is not strong enough to bridge the
gap-

Jenia Debryanskaya: Co-author of
Take These Chains From My Heart:
Homosexuality and Lesbianism in the
Soviet Union, scheduled to be released
by Harper Collins in the fall of 1992.
Kalinin, however, added that even though
Gorbachev is of a different class (the
Authorities), in the spirit of "gay glasnost,"
Kalinin has changed is mind and is now willing to sleep with Gorby. "But only in front of
news cameras."
Predictably Debryanskaya's interest in
media exposure is a a bit less exhibitionist.
She and N.Y. author Steven Nielsen are collaborating on a book, Take These Chains
From My Heart: Homosexuality and
Lesbianism in the Soviet Union, scheduled to
be released by Harper Collins in the fall of
1992.

Hot Dinner Tonight
Dewar's
.
TM

• Rotisserie Chicken • Full Salad Bar/Hot Food Bar
• Homemade Deli Salads • Atlanta's Best Oat Bran Muffin
• Wines, Cheeses, Pates • Gourmet - to - Go
• Fresh Baked Breads, Rolls, Pies and Croissants
Hours:

$300

Sunday 9-7
Mon-Th 8-9
Fri&Sat 8-11

S300 off purchases of no00 or more

$ 00

3

(either location)

1 coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay sales tax.
$300
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 30, 1991.
$^00

Dewar's Fresh & Ready, 999 Virginia Avenue
Virginia Highlands, 888-WINE
Visit Dewar's Fine Food, 1937 Peachtree Road NE
351-FOOD Fax 351-0923
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heesecakes

EXTENDED WEAR
CONTACTS
$129.00 Total

V Valentines Special V

includes exam by
OPHTHALMOLOGIST,
kit, and clear spherical lenses.
Call for an appointment today!

classic

f Cheesecake for:::Tw0.^1
$6.95
Call soon to reserve your sweet treat.
2179 Briarcliff Road N.E.
Briar-Vista Shopping Ctr. 982-0065

ROBERT

btores

Dogs AND Cats

2441 Cheshire Br. Rd.
636-9727 or 636-9811

InAnsleyMall 875-0611
Appoinlinent Preferred

IF YOUR
PRESENT
INSURANCE
PROGRAM
JUST BURNS
YOU UP...

ClTRONBERG
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Don't be a closeted
customer. Our advertisers
need to know you
"saw it in Southern Voice."

When you want your pets
to look their very best.

Complete Pet Supplies
and Grooming for

CjOptical

\ "4 J I' \

H.

Cf/zotvcade

MIDTOWN
MOVERS
Residential, Commercial, Office.
Fine Antiques.
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up.

DUI
Personal Injury/Accident Cases
Criminal Defense
Drug Cases
Convenient to MARTA
No Fee for Initial Consultation
(O) 522-7450 (H) 977-2085
First American Bank Tower,
| 34 Peachtree St., Ste. 2200, Atlanta, GA

LET ME COOL YOU DOWN WITH A
PLAN YOU CAN DEPEND ON!

ALL FORMS INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
"THE AGENCY THAT CARES"
1801 Piedmont Rd. NE #100, Atlanta, GA 30324
BOB MEEKS
Call us First for any
President
insurance need.
Offc: (404) 873-4601 Open Saturdays till 3
ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE

COMPETITIVE RATES
Hourly/Contract prices.
References
Simple solutions that work.

377-9870

This Valentine's Day,

Now in Ansley Square

^g

Select Any 3 Get 25% OFF

MADDiX

Valentine Cards
y
Valentine T-Shirts byJefTek
V
Wet Lubricant - Any size

Whether Pursuing New
Or Reclaiming Old...
Make Your Intentions Known,

Condoms
V
Plastercraft
Put Your Love
on a Pedistal

FLOWERS • CHOCOLATES
CARDS • GIFTS

A

For Discriminating Tastes.
We Deliver "Discretely."

Mon-Thur 11-9, Fri-Sat 11-10, Sun 12-6

876-6567

1046 NORTH HIGHLAND
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30306

1510-1 Piedmont Ave. NE, Ansley Square

MMKKHMS

TELEPHONE 892-9337
10
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An Easterner's Guide to the Rodeo

The idea is for the rider to stay on the bull
by Patsy Lynch
It was the simplicity of the ad that
attracted my eye: a pair of dusty boots,
rope and a hat. The text announced the
annual rodeo in Phoenix. It took me a
moment to realize that this was a gay
rodeo.
As a child, I spent hours in front of the
TV watching cowboy shows, pulling out
my trusty six-shooter to assist my heroes
win their battles and ride off into the electronic sunset. When my parents dragged
me outside, my playmates and I would
reenact those scenes on our streets, the
sound of cap pistols echoing those sounds
we had heard earlier. Years later, I had
the opportunity to visit and sometimes
live in the western towns I had once seen.
I wore western clothes, including boots
and hats, though not the "official" cowgirl
kind, and I attended rodeos, but they
seemed to lack something.
Now living on the East coast, I felt an
urge to rediscover that missing element.
Rodeos, traditionally, serve as a place
where cowboys and cowgirls display the
skills that they use on the ranch. Calf roping, bronco riding and steer wrestling
have their foundations in controlling and
branding the cattle. Other contests, such
as barrel racing and pole bending show
off the skills of the rider and his/her horse.
In traditional rodeo, women are usually
excluded from "rough stock" events, i.e.,
bareback riding, bull riding and chute digging (steer wrestling).
But in gay rodeos everyone is invited
to participate in all the events and run the
risk of getting trampled or gorged.

Rodeos, like other sports have required
costumes: boots, hats, jeans (sorry kids,
Wranglers not Levi's are the choice of
"real" cowpokes) and various kinds of
ropes. The contestants do refer to themselves as cowboys and cowgirls (except
for the drag queens and no one is sure
how to refer to them) and take exception
to those who try and call them cowpersons. Horses are here in abundance (the
quarter horse is the equine of choice) and
one can ease drop in on conversations
concerning the best way to treat strains,
deal with colic or stand a horse to stud.
And there is the on-going argument
about which boot is best for which event.
I discovered that a short pair of boots with
a flat heel, called ropers, seem to be the
shoe of choice inside the ring. Outside,
it's a different story. Boots, like hats, are a
reflection of the person's identity. At the
rodeo, I spied a range of footware that ran
the gamut from psychedelic nightmares to
boots that would drive a member of
Greenpeace to despair. Most gay rodeoers,
however, seem to favor a simple, brush
suede or solid cowhide with a Unitarian
heel.
The level of competition in Phoenix
rivaled any straight, professional rodeo.
Many of the contestants are former or current members of the professional rodeo
association, often sporting jackets and
assorted belt buckles attesting to their
accomplishments. The crowds were
enthusiastic and friendly, more than willing to explain the subtlety of a particular
event. "The idea is for the rider to stay on
the bull."
After a hard day of riding or cheering,

the crowds and competitors move indoors
and dance. Never having successfully
mastered the Texas-two-step (I add an
extra step), I watched the swirls of fringe
on the dance floor. A few cowgirls asked
me to dance and, after I speared them with
my toes, (now I know why boots cover
the ankles) would limp off into the sunset.
Others, less interested in the aerobic activity spent time scanning the rows of cowboy kitsch in search of a trinket to give to
a new boy/girlfriend as an expression of
undying lust.
The highlight of the weekend was the
awards ceremony. Here the ribbons,
money and buckles were awarded.
Buckles winners became little kids, darting amongst their friends, showing off the
prize and in some cases, having the newly
acquired buckle replace the current one
being worn. To a cowboy/girl, a buckle is
prized above all other possessions, a symbol of accomplishment and respectability.
A cowboy/girl whose house was ablaze
would most likely save his or her buckle
If you love country and western music
collection before all else, or so I am told.
and can do the two-step, you will have no
There are a few does and don'ts one
problems. Chewing tobacco appears to be
should observe when attending a rodeo.
falling out of favor (thank God) but if you
Do wear jeans, I prefer Levi's, but then I
do "dip," Skoal seems to be preferred.
am an East coast kid. You should wear a
Finally, never ask a cowboy/girl about
hat, the sun gets hot and you can use the
how long he/she can stay in the saddle,
hat to wave at a cute guy or gal or flies.
he/she is likely to leer at you and respond,
Carry a kerchief. The colors do not have
"ohhh.. .about 8 seconds."
the same meaning as they do in bars,
though I did see a lot of reds and dark
Peach State rodeo fans will be
blues. Boots are optional but shy away
pleased to know that Southeastern Gay
from open-toe shoes or extremely high
Rodeo Association has recently been
heels unless you are in drag. Sneakers are formed. Interested cowboys and cowgirls
alright but difficult to clean. Finally, stay
can call 874-6556 for more info.
away from polyester, it's tacky.
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
40 to 60% OFF on ALL Merchandise

r-i
^VONDALE piZZA (^AFE
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
BY THE SLICE OR WHOLE!
ALSO FEATURING:

A-

y.

EVERYTHING
MUST GO...

FINAL CLOSE OUT

• STEAK & CHEESE SUBS
• ITALIAN DINNER'S
.CALZONE
•HOT SUBS
. COLD BEERS
. GARDEN FRESH SALADS Vs
• OUTSIDE SEATING!
^
HOURS:
MON-THURS & SAT 11am-11pm
FRI 11am-12pm • SUN 4pm-10pm

Only A Few Days Left

JEANS
WEARHOUSE
ANSLEY MALL
Piedmont at Monroe
Phone 873-4059

COUPON

OFF!
ANY ORDER OF
$10 OR MORE
(EXPIRES 3/31/91)
Good for TAKE-OUT or DINE IN)
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TAKE OUT ORDERS

299-6922
70 NORTH AVONDALE ROAD
(Avondale Estates next to C&S BANK)
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the %$$of

A YOUNG
APPROACH

Let us make
you look great.

TO YOUR LEGAL NEEDS
IN COBB COUNTY

'Dedicated to your satisfaction
Full Service Custom Specialist
Original Art
Southwestern Art
Zuni Fetishes
Sandy Springs at Tarkside
256-1280
5920 %gswe(l<U., 9{W

DUI
Bankruptcy
Personal Injury

$30.00OFF $15.00 OFF
AISJV CUSTOM
FRAMING ORDER
of SI 00 or more

Take your heart
to court.

Or on a bike ride.
Or out for a jog.
Whatever your sport, vigorous
exercise can help keep your
heart healthy.

Richard Young/Attorney
933-5316

ANY CUSTOM
FRAMING ORDER
of $50 w more

Hayslope

American Heart
Association

2470 Windy Hill, Ste. 300, Marietta
2921 Piedmont, Atlanta

Coupon Must Be Presented With Order.
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 3/1/91

Resumes, newsletters, flyers,
business cards, invitations,
stationery, brochures...
in Virginia-Highlands
874-1588

DiscRifflT & immmiva)

LIMITED OFFER: 2ND PRINT FREE!
1 HOUR
COLOR
FILM
PROCESSING

W EYE WEAR

Remember!
No puny prints here—our
standard size always 4x6.
Most orders processed in 24
hours or less

• Drop Off
• Mail In
300 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme)
872-8036

Find ANY Polo by Ralph Lauren
frame you like, then come to...

QOptical
otores
We'll sell it to you for ONLY $95.

^aZ"
PHOTOGRAPHIC

m^

2441 Cheshire Br. Rd. at I 85 (Fed. Exp. PI.) 636-9811

■*-Jh

A
<*$
j-LrL-n_rLrL

(©lb Porlb
NEW WORLD
CONVENIENCE AND CLIENTELE

g
12

#^L-

200 26th Street NE • Atlanta, Georgia 30309 • (404) 873-1973
(between Midtown & Buckhead)
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COUNTERCULTURE
by David Salyer
For forty years, television has served
as the nation's babysitter, giving us a
video vision of the world. In the beginning, most everything on the tube was
tight, neat, organized and digestible. We
realize now that the flickering images and
contrived talk often provided the fodder
that formed our popular culture. Today
television remains a mirror of our frayed
national personality, but lesbians and gay
men rarely cast any reflection in the vast
wasteland.
There has been only a sprinkling of
queer characters on TV since the 70s.
There was Jodie Dallas, portrayed by
Billy Crystal on ABC's "Soap."
Originally, Jodie wanted a sex change
operation so he could marry and/or settle
down with a closeted quarterback. But he
changed his mind and eventually became
a chronic bisexual, even managing to
father a child. "Soap" was, after all, a
farce.
One real soap, "Dynasty," gave us TV's
most infamous homosexual, Steven
Carrington. Poor Steven. His father killed
his first lover and his second died in the
legendary Moldavian wedding massacre.
Steven, incidentally, also became a chronic bisexual, even managing to father a
child. "Dynasty" was, after all, a farce.
TV lesbians? One turned up as a doctor
on the short-lived "Heartbeat" series a few
years back. And in the mid-eighties, a lesbian psychiatrist popped up briefly in Pine
Valley on "All My Children." Neither
lasted long enough to become bisexuals,
but a myth was born: all women doctors
are lesbian.
TV gays and lesbians are often no
more than angst-ridden, two-legged
issues. Or plot devices. Practically every
sitcom of the last two decades has done a
"but you can't be gay; you're my brother!"

COOL MEDIUM

seasons upstaging every robot and alien in
the universe. He was undeniably the first
queen in space. "Bewitched" gave us
Samantha's Uncle Arthur. Surely there's a
lost episode involving the hilarious complications that ensue when Uncle Arthur
puts a spell on Damn that has him reacting to men like a dog in heat.
Laverne was one. Shirley wasn't.
Lesbians are just as easy to spot on TV
closet would've Laverne was one. Shirley wasn't. Most
remedied that situa- people would assume the banker's secretion. The niece tary on "The Beverly Hillbillies" was leswould be shipped bian. Sure, Jane Hathaway was lesbian.
off to the land of So was Elly May. Opposites attract. "Go
has-beens,
the for it, Miss Jane" is probably all she needseries could've been ed to hear.And who could forget the
retitled "Father daughters on "Petticoat Junction"? After
Figure," and Mr. Uncle Joe stopped "movin' kinda slow"
Forsythe would be and just stopped moving, Billie Joe or
free to search for a Bobbie Joe would have turned the Shady
man to call "son."
Rest into a lovely bed and breakfast for
How about Sgt. other lesbians.
Joe Friday of
What about all those precocious TV
"Dragnet"? Stiffly kids? Which ones would have grown up
portrayed by Jack queer? The Beaver? No. But puppy love
Webb, Friday was explains Wally Cleaver's association with
no glamour cop. that brazenly two-faced Eddie Haskell.
Certainly he loosened up in the bedroom Opie would have grown up gay and been
and probably appreciated bondage and forced to flee North Carolina a fugitive
pierced nipples. Remember his clipped after a failed Jesse Helms assassination
narration on "Dragnet"? Now imagine it attempt. On "The Patty Duke Show,"
as dirty talk. Hot.
identical cousin Cathy was lesbian; Patty
What about those guys on "Route 66"? wasn't. This is simple deduction. After
We're told these two set out on U.S. all, the show's theme song bluntly insists a
Highway 66 "in search of America." hot dog makes Patty lose control.
Nonsense. They were looking for San
Incidentally, there are no homosexuals
Francisco, but had no sense of direction. among the Brady kids. They aren't even
The blonde half of this duo even turned up anatomically correct under their clothing.
on "Adam-12" as a patrolman. Serious car Nor would Buffy, Jody or Cissy from
fetish. And don't forget "Bonanza." How "Family Affair" be queer. But these make
do young men earn nicknames like Hoss excellent names for pets.
and Little Joe unless they've been sized up
And speaking of pets, Flipper was gay.
by more men than Lome Greene.
Definitely. He knew where the boys are.
Stereotypically gay characters abound.
On "Lost in Space," Dr. Smith spent three

Searching for Queers in
the Vast Wasteland
Lesbians are easy to spot on TV.
episode. For the
'90s, writers have
already penned a
queasy number of
"oh my God, he has
AIDS!" scripts. Mr.
and Ms. Average
Viewer will no
doubt, at least subconsciously, conclude that coming
out inevitably leads
to full blown AIDS.
While TV's heterosexuals continue
bed-hopping to beat
the band, its homosexuals remain conspicuously sexless. Thus it's only fair and
natural to imagine which popular TV
characters were or were not queer, sexually active or not.
Don those deviant thinking caps and
use some imagination; Memory Lane can
be a festive place.
Obviously, TV's first lesbian was Mrs.
Trumball, the widowed upstairs neighbor
on "I Love Lucy." Mrs. T's secret love for
Lucy is the only rational explanation for
her willingness to babysit irksome Little
Rickey.
The first gay man had to be "Bachelor
Father." On this series, John Forsythe was
supposed to be a swinging single who
ends up saddled with the responsibility of
raising his niece. A swift exit from the

SAVE ON TRIPS TO
THE GAS STATION

The Souths Oldest
and Largest
Wants You...

Get A Tune-Up At Sparks
[[Cooling System Service
l| Includes:
1
• Flush Radiator & refill with up to 2 gal. of
| anti-freeze
1
I -Pressure test cooling system
•Most cars
Present coupon at time of service. Offer expires 3/11/91. SI

IjOriginal fune-Up
|l
I
-I.
|
■

Includes:
-Plugs, points*, condenser*
Reg
$44.!
'Replace if defective: 3 wires, rotor,
4 cyl. cars
PCV valve & filter*
6 & 8 cyl. slightly higher
-Adjustments -Emissions and engine analysis
•12 month/12,000 mile warranty
Present coupon at time of service. Offer expires 3/11/91. S

iFuel-lnjection Tune-U

...to choose from our tremendous selection of
quality brand name carpets and tile, expertly
installed and backed by Miami Rug's
100% satisfaction guarantee.

^

FLASH YOUR FLAK WITH
CUSTOM MADE AREA RUGS
made to your specifications, color and design
o

miamirug
the SouttVs oldest and largest carpet chain ..Since I924

V

-ROSWELL
587-3534

-STONE MOUNTAIN
292-2003

fes 84 90

OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE:
Carburetor Adjustment/Repair • Belts/Hoses Replaced • Air Conditioning Service
Valve Adjustments • Batteries, Starters & Alternators Serviced • Diagnostic Service
On Board Computer Analysis & Repair • Fuel Injection Service
Se/isors Analysis ft Replacement • Domestic ft Import Cars, Vans ft Light Trucks

Carburetor
Rebuild
_ Specialists

#
Hours: M-F 8-6 • SAT 8-4
Appointments Available

.BUCKHEAD
3165 Peachtree Rd
231-3600

*With approved credit, minimal $300 purchase, 20% deposit requiredl Example: finance $1,000, if paid before May 1991 pay no interest.

•NORCROSS
448-0706

$

I Includes:
Plugs, Clean itjectors, check fuel pressure
Reg
$94.90
I -Replace if defective: 3 wires, rotor, PCV valve,
5 *. . .nn •*•
4 cyl. cars
! PCV filter • Adjust: idle speed*, fuel-air
^"] 0 »T"
6 & 8 cyl. slightly higher
| mixture*.-Plus: emissions analysis, engine analysis ^<Ui||i^>
jjl^m^th^^OOjrtite warranty^
^re^nt^up^a^nWse^ice^^ex^es^ll^.sJ

-SOUTHLAKE
968-8745

Mon. & Fri. 10-9 Tue., Wed., Thu., & Sat. 10-6 Sun 12:30-5:30

I

Computerized Car Care,

Atlanta N.E. 633-8393
4285 Buford Hwy, N.E.

>
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The most important
part of the hair...
Sftal^espeare & Company
Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community of
Avondale Estates and Decatur.

GREAT SELECTION OF BOOKS,
CARDS & GIFTS
ON MANY TOPICS (BOTH USUAL & UNUSUAL)
122 North Avondale Road

Downtown Avondale Estates • 296-4088
Store Hours: Tucs Sat, 11-7; Sun, 1-7; Closed Monday

Atlantis Connection
NEW AGE BOOK AND GIFT SHOP
celebrates

The Spirituality and Healing
Power of Native Americans

Nexxus

Featured Titles:

Indra

The Sacred Pipe
Black Elk
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
Dee Brown
Mother Earth Spirituality
Ed McGaa, Eagleman
Dances with Wolves
Michael Blake

874-6913
1177 Virginia Ave.
just down the street
from Southern Voice

1402 N. Highland — 881-6511

Gifts Include Zuni Fetishes,
Medicine Cards and Sacred
Path Cards
Featured Lecture:
Feb. 18: "Native American
History & Culture" by Paul Eddy
(Hapa Na), 7:30 pm. Free.
Also remember our Books Bu
Phone. Order most books by
phone and receive it within a
week.

KV
by

Valentine's Day
in Your
Neighborhood

DESB3N

ART BY DESIGN
Gifts • Custom Framing and works by
Salma Haleem Ahmed, Barbara Woods,
Yitzhak Tarkay, Mir6
Closed Mon, Tu-Th 12-7 Fri & Sat 12-llpm, Sun 12-6
MC/VISA . 1054 N. Highland
/
607-0919

CORNER COMPACT DISC

New Releases
$11.99 Every Day
Mon-Th 11-9
Fri & Sat 11-11, Sun 12-6
1048 N. Highland Ave.
2
875-3087

Los

DEWAR'S FRESH & READY
Wine, Cheeses, Pates
Gourmet-to-Go
open early - open late
Corner Virginia &. Highland
888-W1NE

MURPHY'S
Intown dining for friends
and lovers.
1019 Los Angeles Ave.
872-6992

/ftp* *%
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OGLEWANAGI
American Indian
Arts & Crafts
Tu-Fri4-9,Sat&.
Sun 10:30-6
closed Monday
842 B N. Highland
(Behind ARH)
872-4213

...a rock shop

VIRGINIA AVE

NATURES ART
"Stay tuned to this spot on your dial
for exciting rock hound news."
1025 Virginia • 892-4664
6

RICCI INTERNATIONAL
Art Gallery For Hair
a progressive high tech salon
826 N. Highland
9
876-2887

MNEMONICS

TITOS

ITALIAN CUISINE

TITO'S ITALIAN CUISINE

5-11pm Mon-Sat
VISA MC AMEX
820 N. Highland
10
874-8364

Out-of-Print Books

AlkinsPark
ATKINS PARK
Atlanta's Historic
Neighborhood Restaurant
JJ 794 N. Highland • 876-7249
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ANGELES

NATURE'S

|/^urpkj'<

INTOWN HARDWARE
open evenings til 8
Saturday, Sunday ' til 6
854 N. Highland
7
874-5619

MADDIX DE»LUXE
flowers • chocolate
toys • cards
1046 Highland
3
892 9337

MNEMONICS
Wednesday through Saturday l-6pm
792 N. Highland,
#5 Atkins Park Alley
12
607-7402

Crow
MAP
GARDENER'S BOOKSHOP
one-of-a-kind bookshop
devoted to gardening
Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 12-5
13 1058 St. Charles' 888-0534
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NOT TO
SCALE

COUNTERCULTURE

Adam and the Experts
Exaggerates Paranoia and
Panaceas About AIDS
by Dave Hayward
A comedy about AIDS may seem a contradiction in terms,
or to be in unbearably bad taste. But, according to director
Jeffrey Shanks of SAME, Victor Bumbalo's Adam and the
Experts isn't a black comedy but rather a "feel good show."
Nevertheless another treatment of untimely death comes to
mind—Steel Magnolias, wherein Dolly Parton declares
"Laughing through my tears is my favorite emotion!" Applied
to Adam, SAME'S Sally Robertson exclaims, "You may cry,
but you'll go through a lot of laughter getting there."
Adam (Mike Buie) is a wannabe Woody Allen, so morbidly afraid of AIDS he hasn't had sex in three years. To compensate he imagines "the ultimate teenage boy masturbation
fantasy: "The Man—played by muscular Bobby Box, locally
celebrated for his nude love scene in Jim Grimsley's Math
and Aftermath with real-life partner Don Smith.
When Adam beholds what he hath wrought, he retorts, "If
I was going to go schizo, why couldn't I split into Einstein!?"
A moist hybrid of Harvey, only Adam can see The Man clad
in his second skin bicycle shorts. Grins Box, "I'm always trying to seduce Adam," even during a quick trip trip to Mom
and Dad's.
"The Man is part of Adam, part of our culture of denial,"
theorizes Box, who exudes a philosopher's approach in a centerfold's physique. "I've gone through this thing of fear. Here I
am, the one thing that I really need can kill me. I know I have
to be careful. So you discover how to accept it, embrace it,
enjoy it, assuming safe sex."
"AIDS need not force us to stop caring about each other,"
emphasizes Shanks. "Adam is about opening up to love and

intimacy, rather than using AIDS as an excuse not to have it."
Thus as Adam lurches from mishap to misadventure, The
Man becomes a beacon of benevolence and affection as well
as desire.
The Experts come into play when Adam's best buddy
Eddie (David Crowe) contracts AIDS. The pair hit the healing
trail together soliciting advice from therapists, doctors,
priests, parents and New Age sages. The embarrassment of
"experts"—all played by Robertson and Mark Lambreth—are
all fundamentally "uncaring" in Robertson's view. "Whereas
Adam and Eddie are so everyday, average people, we're the
complete other end of the spectrum," she adds.
"Each has his own remedy," reveals Shanks. '"You have to
cut your hair;' 'you have to start living for yourself;'' you have
to run 15 miles a day;' 'you have to stop running 15 miles a
day.' And actually the only person who can find the answers
is Eddie." Inundated by similar commandments, many gay
people will ruefully relate.
Adam's and Eddie's friend Sarah (a down to earth dyke
played by Deadra Moore) holds the two of them together
through this cyclone. "There is a need for caring from all
women, not just lesbians," states Robertson, "because the lesbian image regarding AIDS is so caring already."
Adam's Assistant Director, Kurt Rahn, is a longtime AIDS
survivor and also serves as a "reality check for the honesty of
the piece," says Shanks. On whole, the company hopes that
Adam's message will be heeded. "You can't shut off these
feelings of love and intimacy," reckons Box. "Having fun is
good for you, having a relationship is good for you."
Adam and the Experts opens Feb. 21 at the 14th Street
Playhouse. Call 881-0817 for reservations and information.

Sally Robertson and Deadra Moore have announced the
formation of a professional women's theatre company,
"Different Voices." Voices "will be open to women of every
culture and sexual orientation," says Robertson. For more
information call 370-0722.

Coming Attraction

I—I

Davison Snares Golden Globe
for Longtime Companion
by Carrie Wofford
Hollywood—This past spring, Longtime Companion
brought the movie-going public a glimpse of life and death in
the AIDS pandemic.
On Jan. 26, Longtime Companion also brought actor Bruce
Davison an award for Best Performance by a Supporting
Actor in a Motion Picture Film at the 48th Annual Golden
Globe Awards. In accepting the award honored him by the
nation's film critics, Davison confined his remarks to AIDS.
"I think of the people who
are living through this on a
day-to-day basis," he said.
"They're the real heroes."
Davison played the role of the
middle-aged caretaker of his
HIV-infected lover. In a closing scene of the movie,
Davison holds his lover's hand
over the makeshift hospital
equipment that fills their
home, urging him to "go," to
die.
Davison challenged the glittery star-packed audience
whose speeches reflected the self-absorption they are so often
accused of. He offered his "hope and prayer that we can
devote as much intelligence, effort... and will to the war
against AIDS as we do the war against each other."
Davison's only thanks went to his wife and to Samuel
Goldwyn Films for "the courage to distribute a film that was
obviously not commercial." Davison's performance was chosen over those by actors in GoodFellas, Godfather III, and
other major commercial films.
Industry observers give Davison a good chance of repeating his Golden Globe win by taking the Oscar for best supporting actor at March's Academy Awards.
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Dance with

DOUCE

Disco, R&B Live!
Thursday, Feb. 28
Stay tuned into.the Tower
on Thursdays

CHRIS HANCOCK
in concert in rare form

c^/allus

Thursday, Feb. 21, $3 Cover
"If you didn't see Chris on her
Harley at 2069, don't despair!"

735 Ralph McGill
688-5463

I—I

Call 892-8983 for Reservations and Information • 49 Sixth Street • Atlanta

I—I

Build Your Love Nest

*

*

Sutton Place
Apartments
More Than A Home/A Progressive Attitude

Great Location Near Lenox
2 Sparkling Pools
Screened Terraces
OnMARTA
Beautifully Manicured Grounds

eat

* Your

s

Peciai

(404) 321-1255
3580 Buford Hwy. Atlanta, Ga. 30329
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FEBRUARY
hBURTpHkTtlltSIMY
presents
Nationally Recognized Training
& Development Speaker

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES.

Art

GtEAiiVE
PKOUOG^APKV

THE BLACK MUSEUM. Thru Feb. 22. A look
at the rise and fall of the Black Liberation
Movement of the 60's and 70's through the eyes
of New York artist Danny Tisdale, complete with
60's artifacts. Nexus Gallery, 57 Forsyth St. 6881970.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN WORKS ON PAPER. Thru Feb. 23. An unusual opportunity to
see the works of over 64 African-American artists from the Cochran Collection. Exhibit includes
etchings, lithographs, monoprints, engravings
and other interesting techniques on paper. New
Visions Gallery, 999 Peachtree St. 874-3881.
WORKS OF ROBERT S. DUNCANSON.
Thru Feb. 28. Part of an exhibit of works by Black
artists, the eight murals called The Garden of
Eden are tapestry-like paintings of romantic
imaginary landscapes that are a perfect place for
a Valentine tryst. Milton's Paradise is notlost. At
the High Museum, 1280 P'tree. 892-HIGH.
AFRICAN AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHERS IN ATLANTA.Thru March 15. A100year retrospective by some of Atlanta's finest
Black photographers presents images of the social, political and economic life of the African
American community from 1870-1970. Apex
Museum, 981-7589.
LYNDA BENGLIS; DUAL NATURES
SCULPTURE. Thru March 31. Lynda's techniques add dimension to flat art so that it is hard
to say whether they are paintings or sculptures.
This retrospective exhibit of 41 works from 1969
allows the public to view the development of her
unique style and statement in a multi-medium
circus. High Museum, 1280 Ptree St. 892-3600.
THE NEW VISIONS. Thru Apr. 28. An exhibit
which explores the radical innovations and revelations of Modernist photographers between the
World Wars. Interesting examples of photomontage and photograms make this a must see
collection for the serious photographer. At the
High Museum, 1280 Peachtree. 892-HIGH.
KABUKI THEATER REMEMBERED. Fri.
Feb. 15. Classic Japanese figures from the stylized masked theatre by London's Haruyo. At
BumNoff Gallery, Clearcreek Center. 875-3475.
PUSH PIN SHOW. Fri. Feb. 15-Mar. 2. The
fourth Annual Unjuried Photography Exhibit/
Valentine's Day Party/Membership Drive features a grab bag of professional and amateur
works. Opening party Feb. 15,8-11pm, $5 donation admission. Fine food, Reversing Hour and
Gerry Rivard. At the Atlanta Photography Gallery, 495 Peachtree, 881-8139.

3Y

33UCE

Lillie Allen
Leadership Development
Understanding & Working With
Diversity

Tuesday, Feb. 26, 1991
Holiday Inn-Downtown

:*Si!W
Outdoor and
Location Portriture

For More Info Call 662-4353
Reservations Deadline - Feb. 24

^5

Special Occasion Photography
Advertising • Commercial
Photographic Business Cards & Postcards

Fourth Tuesday • PO Box 7817
Atlanta, GA 30309

469 " 041 7
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MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

As one of a select group of travel agencies
across the country, we are proud to present a live
performance, multi-image extravaganza: On Stage
Alaska!
Produced by Holland America One Westours,
Alaska's oldest tour company, it is billed as the
travel show of the year.
Thrill to the awesome vistas of Alaska,
presented with big-screen, big-sound effects. Meet
the colorful characters who made Alaska their
home, portrayed on stage by live actors and
singers. And hear tales, tall and true, as they
reveal the history, culture, beauty and variety of
Westours' Alaska.

Friday, February 22, 1991
7:30 pm
Mercer University Fine Arts Building
R.SV.P today. And don't miss the travel
show of the year.
EXCLUSIVELY CRUISES
1409 N. Highland Avenue » 892-8872

©.Wfestours is Alaska

KABUKI THEATER REMEMBERED
featuring the exquisite and graceful art of

Events

HARUYO

TALES OF THE AVUNCULATE: WILDE,
CELEBRITY AND THE IMPORTANCE OF
BEING EARNEST. Tue. Feb. 12, 8pm. Guest
lecturer Eve Kosofsky Sedg wick drags Oscar out
of the closet and looks at Male Homosocial
Desire in English Literature. At 207 White Hall,
Emory U., for info call Prof. Julie Abraham, 7277982.
A WORKSHOP FOR HTVNEG ATI VE MEN.
Feb. 15 & 16 Recent research in S.F. has begun
to uncover the tremendous psychological impact
that being HIV- has on many gay men. If that
sounds familiar to you, the workshop presented
by Thomas Weinberg and Franklin Abbott may
be just the ticket. Call 874-8294.
MARCH FOR PEACE. Sat. Feb. 16,2pm. Starts
at Woodruff Park and proceeds down Auburn
Ave. to Mt. Zion Church. Sponsored by Clergy
and Laity Concerned which encourages participation from the lesbian and gay community.

OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, February 15th, 6 -9 pm
Showing through March 30th

SUKEROKUII
(L.E. Serigraph)

B

URN

N

NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY AND
CULTURE. Mon. Feb. 18, 7:30pm. One of the
free Mon. night lecture series, led by Paul Eddy
(Hapana). Remember before Columbus. Atlantis
Connection, 1402 N. Highland. 881-6511.
CURRENTWOMEN'SLITERATURE.Mon.
Feb. 18,7:30pm. LindaBryantofCharis presents
the Women of Wisdom's February program: a
show and tell of new women's literature combined with the opportunity to ask questions about
one of the country's best feminist bookstores.
Chrysalis Women's Center, 2045 Manchester St.
723-1112.
HEALTH CARE IN THE 21ST CENTURY:
WHERE GRADY FITS. Wed. Feb. 20, noon.
Free. RobertB. Johnson, Gradydirector, speaks
of the challenges of being a major public hospital
in an urban area. At Georgia Pacific Center
Auditorium, 133 Peachtree.
POETICA EROTICA. Thurs. Feb. 21,7:30pm.
Mary Lu Lewis, Miriam Carroll and friends read
provocative poetry to titillate a Thursday date. At
Charis Books, 419 Moreland, 524-0304.
ON STAGE ALASKA. Fri. Feb. 22.7:30pm. A
live, multi-image presentation takes you on an
armchair tour of amazing Alaska. Will there be
footage of Klon Dykes? Is rubbing noses considered safe sex? Call Exclusively Cruises, 8928872, for particulars.
THE EXPERIENCE. Fri. Feb 22-24. A weekend workshop primarily for lesbians and gay
men—but open to all—that earns raves from
most who attend. Especially effective for those
who may feel stuck but likely to benefit almost
anyone who understands the benefit of change.
Call 873-9616.
GETTING THE LOVE YOU WANT
COUPLES WORKSHOP. Sat. Feb. 23-24. An
intensive weekend for lesbian and gay couples
who can afford to invest in their relationship.
Maybe you just need an opportunity to look at
things differently and get out of the impasse. In
Flat Rock, NC; call Dr. Helen Andrews, (704)

Film & Video
FLESH ANDTHEDEVIL.Fri. Feb 15,7:30pm.
The incomparable Greta Garbo glows for John
Gilbert in this steamy silent romance. Presented
by the Silent Film Society, Bldg 77, Rich Auditorium Piedmont Hospital. Call 231-1258 for
particulars.

Fundraisers
A CLASSIC SHOW OF LOVE. Tues. Feb. 19,
9pm. Benefit for Project Safe and Aids Athens.
$7. At the Color Box, 140 E. Washington St in
Athens.

Music
JOYCE & JACQUE. Sun. Feb. 17, 8:30pm.
Free. Music that speaks to the soul. Bring a hand
to hold. At Oxford Acoustic Cafe, 360 Pharr Rd.
SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK. Fri, Feb 22,
7:30 & 10pm. If you have never heard these
women in person, you are missing one of life's
true religious experiences. At Variety Playhouse,
1099 Euclid Ave. Tickets atTicketmaster outlets
or 249-6400.
DEDE VOGT. Sun Feb. 24, 8:30pm. Free, who
could ask for anything more? At Oxford Acoustic Cafe, 360 Pharr Rd.
TWO NICE GIRLS. Thurs. Feb 28,8:30pm. If
you've missed their festival performances, catch
them as featured performers, for a folk-rock
sound that would resurrect Elvis. At Variety
Playhouse, 1099 Euclid Ave. Tickets at
Ticketmaster outlets or 249-6400.

OFF

Gallery at Cear Creek Center
Piedmont Ave. at Monroe Drive
(404) 875-3475

13 - 1

Sweet Sweet Sweet: Sweet Honey in the Rock performs two shows Fri, Feb 22, at Variety Playhouse. And Bill Moyers interviews Bemice Johnson Reagon at 10 pm, Wed. Feb 13 on Ch. 8

EBRUARY 28
L5P PUB REUNION CONCERT. Wed. Feb.
27, 8pm. A sweet sampling of former Pub Performers including the Indigo Girls, Michelle
Malone, the Kristen Hall Band, Caroline Aiken
and Cold Shot and ^Angela Motter. The now
defunct Paper Dolls will be momentarily reunited
for this special concert only. At The Buckhead
Roxy. Tickets at S.E.A.T.S. outlets, 231-5811
for info.

STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING!

PLAYHOUSE.
lnL5P

Spirituality

SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK

LAMBDALIGHT.Meets weekly. Ameditation
group for gay men and women is now in formation. 872-9088 for information.

Sports
WOMEN ONLY RUN. Wed. Feb. 20. Run for
fun instead of away. A special Front Runners
event for flying feminine feet. Call Lynne
Patterson at 438-1421.
SKATING ON ICE. Sun. Feb. 24,7:30pm. Fast
paced fun for gay blades. Call Vinnie at 6368182 for all the chilling details.
FRONT RUNNERS. Every Weds, at 6:30pm in
Piedmont Park. Also every Saturday 9am at the
Chattahoochee River off Powers Ferry Rd. Call
Shelton Haynie (622-0739) or Lynne Patterson
(438-1421) for info.
A VS BOWLING. Every Monday, 8:30pm. The
teams are already formed but substitutes are
always needed and welcome. So are spectators.
Come down and enjoy the most fun you can have
with your fingers in public. Express Lanes,
Monroe Drive. Call Steve at 361-1286 for info.
HOTLANTA SOCCER. Practice every Sun.,
3pm. A game that uses heads instead of hands is
looking for a few good thighs for the 1991 spring
season. Men and women, beginners or pros are
encouraged to participate. You'll get a kick out
of it! Piedmont Park, call Steve at 577-0418.
ATLANTA TEAM TENNIS. Every Sat. at
noon. Clean up your clay court game and help
plan THE PEACH, ATTA's giant fundraiser to
be held in March. Fun for spectators and sports
alike. Glenlake Tennis Center, call David Black
at 399-5010.

Television
MOYERS: SONGS ARE FREE WITH
BERNICE JOHNSON REAGON. Wed. Feb.
13, 10pm GPTV, Ch. 8. An hour with Bernice
includes music and workshop appearances by the
legendary Sweet Honey founding member.
FAMILY ACROSS THE SEA. Sun. Feb. 17,
9pm GPTV, Ch. 8. A special documentary linking
the Gullah (Geechee) people of coastal S.C. and
GA. with people of the Sierra Leone in West
Africa.
ELIZABETH R: THE LION'S CLUB. Sun.
Feb. 17, 10pm GPTV, Ch. 8. Glenda Jackson
plays the virgin queen who rode England like a
lover.
AN EVENING OF CHAMPIONSHIP
SKATING. Wed. Feb. 20, 8pm GPTV, Ch. 8.
Olympic medal winners are among the featured
skaters noted for their spandex suits that leave
little to the imagination. More rhinestones than
a drag show.

Theatre
THE DINING ROOM. Thru Feb. 24. A richly
humorous offering explores the evolution of the
family unit as seen through the changing status of
the household dining room. This off-Broadway
hit by A. R. Gurney promises an amusing look at
eating rituals. Theatre in the Square, 11 Whitlock
Ave., Marietta, 422-8369.
FUNNY THAT WAY, GAY AND LESBIAN
COMEDY TROUPE. Feb. 22,10pm. The madcap spontaneous spoofs and songs of Atlanta's
premiere fools are sure to bring a laugh to the
most jaded heart. Still, it wouldn't be the same
without you. The Page, 2069 Cheshire Br. Rd.,
728-9045, $4 door.
THE SECRET RAPTURE. Fri. Feb. 22-Mar.
23. Fun at the funeral with a family whose v alues
change as often as their alliances. At Horizon
Theatre, 1083 Austin Ave. 584-7450.
LOVE LETTERS. Tues. Feb. 26-Mar. 3. OK,
they are hetero love letters, but with Jane Curtin
and David Dukes writing them they are bound to
sizzle. At the Fox Theater. Tickets atTicketMaster
Outlets or call 249-6400.
HUNGRY TO BED. Thru. Mar. 17. The premiere performance of local writerSteveMurray's
comedy about longing, desire, regret and iris
beds. The Actors Express, 280 Elizabeth St. 2210831.
ADAM AND THE EXPERTS. Thurs. Feb. 21March 10. A hilarious comedy about love, patience and intimacy as a celibate young gay man
comes face to face withreality with the helpof his
imaginary superhunk friend. Genesis Theatre at
the 14th Street Playhouse. 881-0817.

CLEAR YOUR CALENDAR!

2 Shows
Fri., Feb. 22, 7:30 & 10 pm
Tickets: $15 reserved
with special guests
Joyce & Jacque

Wander into the Wildernessof Intimacy: On
Sat. Mar. 9, Kay Hagan leads a day-long
workshop for those in search of deeper connection. Women only. Photo: Richard Downing

Women's Festivals
GULF COAST WOMEN'S FESTIVAL. Mar.
28-31. A womon-created safe space for love,
laughter and healing. Music, moonlight and
moredykes than Easter in Daytona. Write GCWF,
250 Cowan Rd, Gulfport, MS. 39507 or call
(601)896-3196.
SOUTHERN WOMEN'S MUSIC & COMEDY FESTIVAL. May 23-27. Coming soon to
a forest near you. Send self-addressed envelope
to SWMCF, 15842 Chase St. Sepulveda, CA
91343 or call (818) 893-4075.

RUSH TO
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE!

TWO NICE
GIRLS

Upcoming
PROJECT ARIES. Thurs. Feb. 28. A free sixweek program to develop the strengths and skills
needed to stay healthy in the current AIDS crisis.
Take control of your life, and don't give up on
love. Call AID Atlanta, 872-0600.
D YKESTO WATCH OUT FOR: THE SLIDE
SHOW. Wed. Mar. 6, 8pm. Alison Bechdel's
life, we learn, is not always separate from her art
as she talks about her childhood drawings, frustrated adolescence and career as American's
premiere lesbian cartoonist. Venus Envy opens
this unique evening's offering. At the Variety
Playhouse, $6 advance, $8 at the door. Tickets at
TicketMaster locations including Turtles. Or call
524-7354 for info.
WILD WEST WEEKEND. Thurs. Mar. 7-10.
A weekend of two-steppin' and down home
entertainment is sure to spur you on to a greater
appreciation of this unique American music form.
Contact Mantours Intl, 1-800-339-0679.
SOUTHEAST LEATHER WEEKEND.
Thurs. Mar. 7-10. If a tanned hide, turns your
head; if the smell of leather makes you swoon,
don't miss this leather lovers' weekend full of
things guaranteed to whip up excitement and
keep you tied up with interesting activities.
Contact Mantours Intl, 1-800-339-0679.
THE WILDERNESS OF INTIMACY. Sat.
Mar. 9. A Sat. seminar for those who wish to
enter the wilderness of loving relationships. Kay
Hagan is a great map maker and her guided tour
of the unknown regions of intimacy is sure to
prove enlightening. Call 4th Tuesday, 662-6868
for particulars.
NATIONAL LESBIAN CONFERENCE. Apr.
24-28, 1991. 5000 lesbians from all over right
here in Atlanta. The conference needs dollars
now, so early registrations are welcome. Write
NLC, POBox 1999, Decatur, GA. 30031, or call
(404) 373-0000 for info.
FOURTH ANNUAL HRCF BENEFIT DINNER. Sat. May 18. A gala dinner and silent
auction to benefit the Human Rights Campaign
Fund. Cuisine for a good cause. Marriott Marquis Downtown, 662-4280.
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE FOR
LESBIANS AND GAY MEN. July 4-7. This
summer event is worth going to Baltimore for as
gay and lesbian activists and supportive non-gay
persons in states south and east of Maryland,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Arkansas and Texas
gather to talk about community concerns and
catch up on old friendships. Write Dana
Rethemeyer, 1504 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore,
MD. 21231-1424. (301) 276-8468.

GET THERE ANY
WAY YOU CAN!

Thurs., Feb. 28, 8:30 pm
Tickets $8 advance
$10 door
♦•♦••♦.Coming Soon
«
(Tickets on sale Feb. 15)

KATE
CLINTON

to see

ALISON
BECHDEL

present
"Dykes To Watch Out For:
The Slide Show!"
A Special Event Celebrating
the 3rd Anniversary of
Southern Voice

2 Shows
Fri., April 5, 7:30 & 10 pm
Tickets: $13 advance
$15 door

THE ROCHES

Fri. & Sat., Apr. 12 & 13
8:30 pm
Tickets: $15 reserved
Venus Envy Opens the Evening
8:00 PM, Wednesday, March 6
at Variety Playhouse
1099 Euclid Ave. in L5P
$6 advance/$8 at the door
Tickets available at all Ticketmaster Outlets and
the Variety Box Office. For info call 524-7354

Tickets available at the Variety
Playhouse (hours 12-6 M-F), all
TicketMaster locations or charge
by phone 249-6400.

1099 EUCLID AVENUE
FOR MORE INFORMATION,

CALL 524-7354

ORGANIZATIONS

Call The Georgia
Privacy Coalition
Hotline For
Legislative Updates
Concerning Repeal
Of The Sodomy Law.

286-2358
24 hours

PRESCRIPTIONS
Delivered TO YOUR HOME
Insurance Assignment Billing
All Prescriptions Covered
Patient Counseling
24-48 Hour Delivery
(No extra charge)

Wewanttobeapartof
your Health Care Team

AZT
Retrjuvir"

Call

for Information and Brochure

1-800-752-5721
;
SMB.

DRUGSTORE
4758 Lankershim Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 91602
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AIDS ORGANIZATIONS
AID Atlanta—Non-profit agency providing services to
people with AIDS, families and friends. 872-0600.
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
(Slate-wide). Answers about AIDS, referrals, etc., by
trained volunteers staffing lines 9am-9pm daily.
AIDSCHAIM—Congregation Bet Haverim (Atlanta's
Reconstructionist synagogue serving the the gay and lesbian community) sponsors a predominantly gay support
group for those affected by the AIDS crisis. Meets 1st & 3d
Thurs., 7:30pm at AIDS Interfaith Network, 1053 Juniper
St. Info 642-3467.
First MCC AIDS Ministry—Spiritual and emotional support for PWA's and Families. 872-2246
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—Meets 2d
Mon. of month, 874-8969.
National Association of People with AIDS/ Atlanta — A
political, social, and educational organization confronting
the AIDS crisis. Membership open to all individuals with
AIDS, ARC or who are HIV positive. 874-7926.
The Names Project/Atlanta—A National AIDS
Memorial. Meets Tuesdays, 6:30pm at All Saints Episcopal
Church. 286-6263.
The Names Project Quilting Bee—For those interested in
creating a panel or helping others working on a panel.
Thurs. 7:30pm at First MCC. 872-2246.
Project Open Hand Atlanta —Prepares and delivers
meals to people with HIV illness. Volunteers needed for
organizing, kitchen and delivery. 525-4620.

and Sal. 9am al Chattahoochee and Powers Ferry Rd. 6220739.
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—lor gay men who
enjoy nude outdoor and social activities. Not a sex club.
For info send SASE to: GANG, PO Box 7546, Atlanta, GA
30357.
Hotlanta Soccer—Practice every Sunday at 3pm in
Piedmont Park. Beginners, men and women are welcome.
577-0418.
Hotlanta Volleyball—Serious and amateur players are
welcome to join, in tournaments and Clinics held to leam
and practice new techniques. 875-0700.
S.E. Gay Rodeo Association—For cowboys and cowgirls
across the south. A number of activities, including a rodeo,
are in the planning stage. PO Box 8262, Atlanta, GA
30306. 874-6556.
S.E. Harlequins—Women's rugby football leam practices
every Wed. night and Sun. afternoon. No experience is necessary and new players are always welcome. 659-6916 or
761-8939 for info.

SERVICE/SUPPORT
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee—
Responsible for annual pride celebration. Meets the 1st
Mon. of each month at 2069 The Page (2069 Cheshire
Bridge) and the 3d Thurs. at Ponce Library (980 Ponce de
Leon) at 7pm. All are invited. 325-4435.
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—A lesbian feminist
organization which welcomes lesbians of all races, religions, political orientation, economic status, occupation
and degree of openness. 2d Sunday of each month. 6:00
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
PM. PO Box 5502, Atlanta, Ga. 30307.
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—A community-oriented chorale group of women's voices. Membership open Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—A non-profit,
non-partisan, organization created to support the right to
to all women interested in singing. Practice each Sunday.
reproductive freedom for all people. 239-8016.
294-8983.
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—Community-oriented chorus African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—A political
and social organization for black lesbians and gay men.
of male voices. Membership open to all interested singers
Meets 1st Sunday of each month. 4pm, Ashby and Gordon
and non-singers alike. 627-7830.
Streets. 349-3739.
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project,
Athens Gay and Lesbian Association-Contact P.O. Box
Inc—Arts and media as tools for exploration, education,
2201 Athens 30612-0201 or call 404/549-9368.
and change in human rights, especially those of the lesAtlanta Couples Together—Social organization to supbian/gay community. 881-0817.
port positive aspects of gay and lesbian relationships.
Events and meetings vary. 365-2455.
DIRECT ACTION/POLITICAL
Atlanta Gay Center. Offers services for lesbians and gays
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—Working for the civil
men as well as educational out-reach to society as a whole.
rights of lesbians and gay men in the metropolitan Atlanta
63 12th St., 876-5372; Coming Out Group 4pm Sat; Young
area. 523-6201.
Adult Support Group 6:30pm Tues; HIV+ Group Fri. 8pm,
AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power—Direct action group
Sun. 6pm; Clinic 6-9pm Mon., Tue., Wed.
with the purpose of fighting homophobia, AIDS, sexism
Black and White Men Together—A gay inter-racial orgaand racism. Meetings held Tuesday at 7:30 PM Little 5
nization committed to fostering a supportive environment
Points Comm. Center. 286-6247.
BIAS Crime Hot Line Line—To report all bias/hate crime wherein racial and cultural barriers can be over-come . 794BWMT.
incidents and police abuse. 286-BIAS.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation— Works Codependents Anonymous-Lambda—A 12-slep program of recovery from codependency for gays and lesto lessen public expressions of homophobia, especially in
bians. Meetings Tues. & Wed. at 8 PM and Sun. at 7pm.
the media. Meets First Mon., 7pm at Peachtree Library.
239-1657.
286-7476
The Cobb County Group—Monthly social and frequent
Greater Atlanta Political Awareness Coalition—
recreational activities for those who live in Cobb. 438Meetings vary. The gay and lesbian political action com1421.
mittee monitoring and acting in the local political scene.
Chrysalis Women's Center-Provides social, educational
368-7420.
and informational programs and services for the communiHuman Rights Campaign Fund—The nation's largest
ty. Lesbian discussion group meets 7:00 every Friday;
Lesbian & Gay political + lobbying organization. Field
Support group for lesbian molhers meets 6:00 every 1st and
office, 373-6330. Annual dinner committee, 365-8766.
3rd Tuesdays; Support group for married lesbians meets
Legislate Equality for Gays and Lesbians—
6:00 every 2nd and 4th Tuesday. 881-6300.
A voice for lesbians and gays in the Democratic party.
Delphi—A fraternity of gay men. P.O. Box 14591, Atlanta,
Mtgs. on 3rd Mon. of the month. 7pm at Ftree Library.
GA 30324.
286-7476.
Gay Help Line—Phone, 6pm-llpm, daily. 892-0661.
Queer Nation—Direct action countering homophobia and
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—Addresses
educating the public. Meets 2d and 4th Mon. at Little 5
unique issues that lesbian and gay drug addicts deal with in
Points Comm. Center. 286-2355.
their recovery. Meets Mon. & Fri. at 8pm in education
building of Grace United Methodist, Ponce de Leon and
PROFESSIONAL
Charles Allen. 237-6262
Atlanta Business & Professional Guild—A
Lesbians in Fun Endeavors—Bringing professional gay
service organization of both gay/lesbian and non-gay prowomen together for the fun of it, giving them the opportufessionals and businesspersons. Meets 2d Tues. 662-4202
nity to make friends and enjoy a wide variety of events.
Fourth Tuesday—A networking organization for lesbian
938-2009.
professionals and entrepreneurs. Regular dinner meetings
Lesbian Support Group-Discussion group open to all leson 4th Tues.Also special events. 6624353.
bians.Every Friday. 672-7387.
Success Oriented Networking Group—Structured netGay Fathers Association—Support group meets 4th Fri.
working for gay/lesbian and non-gay professionals. Meets
296-8369.
every other Weds. 662-4202
The Group—Support for gay and bisexual men who are or
who have been involved in marital-type situations with
SPIRITUAL
women. 892-0661.
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church—Serving
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays— Committed
metro Atlanta with positive Christian support for lesbians
to help parents of lesbians and gays and too help change
and gay men. Services 7 pm every Sun. at 575 Boulevard,
attitudes so all gay people can live with dignity and
SE. 622-1154.
respect. 3d Sun., 3-5pm al Unilarian-Universalist
Circle of Healing—Open to anyone in need of healing, be
Congregation of Atlanta. 296-0830 or 875-9440.
it physical, emotional, or spiritual. 1st and 3rd Sunday of
Women of Wisdom—A social and service organization
each month. 7:30 PM. at First Existentialist Congregation,
that aims to facilitate women meeting with women in a
470 Candler Park Dr. 378-5570
Congregation Bet Haverim-Reconstructionist Synagogue comfortable atmosphere. Meets at Chrysalis Women's
Center monthly, date varies. 723-1112 or write P.O. Box
serving the Gay and Lesbian community. Services every
451065, Atlanta, GA 30345—1065.
Fri. at 8pm at AIDS Interfaith Network 1053 Juniper St.
ZAMI—Women who work together as friends and lovers,
Shabbat Seder 2nd Fridays monthly at 7:30pm. 642-3467.
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atlanta — A a support group for women of color. Meets 2d Fri. of each
month at Charis Books. 315-7684.
Christian church proclaiming God's love for lesbians and
gay mea Counseling available by appointment. Same sex
STUDENTS
Holy Unions performed. Sun. at 11:00 AM and 7:30 PM
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—Meetings every
Also Weds. 7:30 PM. 800 N. Highland Ave. 872-2246.
Wed., 7:30pm, Room 362E, Dobbs University Center.
Gay Catholics of Georgia and Friends—Support group
Emory Univ. 727-6692..
for lesbian/gay Catholics and friends. Meetings and activiGays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw
ties vary. 390-0739.
Community College's group is in the process of formation.
Integrity—Ministry of Gay Episcopalians 2nd and 4th
434-7826.
Friday of each month. 7:30 PM. All Saints Episcopal
Georgia Tech Gay and Lesbian Alliance—Weekly meetChurch, 3rd floor of Ellis Hall. 642-3183.
ings. 676-0183.
Lambda Light—A meditation group for lesbians and gay
Ga. State Gay and Lesbian Student Alliance— Support
men. Meets weekly. 872-9088.
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—A Christian Ministry for group for the gay and lesbian community at Ga. State.
Meeting/activity times vary call. 378-1370.
Lesbian and Gay Understanding. 636-7109.
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—Networking
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns— Gays
group for lesbian and gay student groups. 634-2524.
and lesbians gather over light foods to celebrate their
Young Adult Support Group—For men and women 14Presbyterian heritage. 373-5830.
24, meets at Atlanta Gay Center, 63 12th Street, 6:30pm
SPORTS/OUTDOOR
every Tuesday. 876-5372.
Atlanta Team Tennis Association—Men and women's
divisions .Friday nights and Sunday afternoons at Eastlake
Tennis Center. 622-GAME.
Atlanta Venture Sports—An association in which the
membership enjoys recreational, social, educational, and
sports activities. 242-4899.
Friends Atlanta—A social, recreational, and educational
group for gays and lesbians. 662-4501.
Front Runners/Atlanta—A running/walking/social group
for lesbians and gay men. Weds. 6:30pm in Piedmont Park
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tant. We must stand up for ourselves if the
hate crimes are to stop."
One of GL.A.A.D.'s projects is changing the obituary policy at the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, which has refused
to list AIDS as a cause of death, and
declined to mention longtime companions
who are survivors.
"Gay relationships need to be normalized," Hussain booms. "I am tired of
watching our people cowering in a closet
that should have been blown up a long
time ago."
Pat's own relationship with her lover of
four years was celebrated with a Holy
Union in August. Cherry is often taken for
Pat's sister when they make media contacts because they share the same last
name. "I get a kick out of correcting them
and letting them know that she is my
spouse," she smiles.
Hussain has lived as an open lesbian
for 12 years. "It's important that we do
away with coming out as an issue," she
feels. "I'd like to see expectations changed
for gay children until being gay is seen as
normal as being left-handed."
"People still assume that being gay is a
matter of choice. When some people question me if I regret my choice, I just laugh
and say: 'I'm black and a woman, do you
think I'd choose to join another minority if
I had a choice?'"
"I was lucky when I finally acknowledged my sexual preference. I never felt in
my heart that I had done something
wrong. I never found myself praying to
the Lord because I felt guilty about my
life."
Spirituality is a central part of Pat's life.
She attends First M.C.C. and believes,
"When we can connect our spirituality
with our gayness, we will look at ourselves in a whole new way. I will not go to
a church that is praying for a change in
my sexuality."
"I think black women often have a
harder time coming out in this society
because many of them belong to religions
in which you cannot be a chosen of God
and a lesbian at the same time. Therefore,
coming out often means a spiritual break
as well, and it's very hard to go against the
religion of your heart."
"I have chosen education as my path
now. I think it's the best route. I have
come to terms with my own anger and I
understand better now, and I don't want to
do any more harm. I have been blessed in
my life and now it's time to give back to
the community. I aspire to bring about
positive change in my surroundings and
when that's done, it's enough."
—Gale Reter
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PAT HUSSAIN:
Seeking Paths for Change
Pat Hussain is not the sort of woman to
take abuse sitting down. She learned this
about herself participating in non-violent
demonstrations with Dr. King. Pat remembers: "I saw a man buy a cup of coffee and
pour it down the neck of one of the
women demonstrators. The coffee was
scalding hot. My reaction would not have
been to sit quietly. I would have torn the
man's throat out. I had to stand up and
leave. I found myself praying: 'Please
Lord, if there is any violence, let me be
strong enough to control myself.' When
she talked later to Dr. King about her reaction, he comforted her, saying: 'Everyone
does what they can. You must find your
own way.'"
It has been 25 years since that day, and
Pat still finds herself seeking other paths
for change.
Pat's own lifestyle has certainly
changed a lot lately. She has gone from a
top management position in Toys R' Us to
self-employment as an aspiring writer. In
business she had a simple code: "Do it my
way, or leave." Her co-workers called her
"the Terminator." Instead of a pistol, she
packed a pad of pink slips. Today she puts
her no-nonsense approach to work as one
of the co-chairpersons of Atlanta newly
formed chapter of G.L.A.A.D.
GL.A.A.D., Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation, works to change the
negative public images of gays and lesbians on TV or in the press. The organization started in New York and California
and is spreading across the country.
"We don't find public figures making
racist statements as often these days," says
Hussain. "That's because they know that
the N.A.A.C.P. or S.C.L.C. will call them
on it. Before G.L.A.A.D., we had no such
groups to come to our defense and stand
up and say: 'That's not funny, and we're
not laughing anymore. Today, if a TV
journalist makes a homophobic remark,
the switchboards are lighting up before
they are off the air. The response is immediate and it's beginning to change how the
media talks about us."
"The media is the area that we are concentrating on because it has a ripple effect
and touches the greater public," she adds.
"Not only straight people, but gay people
see themselves in the media too, and it's
important to our own self-esteem that the
image that is portrayed is a real one."
"That's why I love it when people I
admire come out. It's such a positive story.
Martina has done a world of good for the
image of lesbians around the world."
"I'm not saying that everyone must
come out, 'cause it's really none of the
media's business. But numbers are impor-
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j * Buckhead Crossing Chiropractic

Individual and Couples Psychotherapy
Camille Bussotti, Ph.D.
Joe Langford, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologists

*

1164 N. Highland Ave., Atlanta, GA 30306 (404)607-1418

Make A Travel Agent Happy...

Community Psychiatric
& Addiction Services

Get Out Of Town!
EXCLUSIVELY CRUISES

Groups & Individual
Vacations at Sea
1409 n. Highland Suite M
Call 892-8872

ISTELLA ELLER, MEd, MA
Counseling
• Recovery Issues •
• Abuse Survivors •

Insurance

PARTNERS IN HEALTH

CLAUDIA SCARBROUGH,' MS -SSS™.
• sexuality issues

WALLACE

& WEIR

Attorneys at Law
910 Church Street, Suite 200
Decatur

377*3513

PAUL M. KIMMEL, M.D.
MACDONALD, M.S.W.,
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and child
•incest
abuse survivors

DR. MARK S. BROE, D.C.

Course includes: Hypnotic Technique • Emotional Clearing
• Inner Child • Resistance • Sexual Abuse Specifics
• Inner Guides • Past Life Regression
• Sub-Personalities • Co-Dependency
call (404) 289-2343

Karuna Means 17 Years
of Compassion for the Community
Decatur
321-4307

Counseling that specializes in issues of:
Relationships
Communication
Assertiveness
Careers
Loss
Anxiety
The Physically-Challenged
Metamorphosis

Financial Service Specialist

2920 Brandywine Rd., Suite 250
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
Phone: (404) 457-0087

404 881 6300

ADJUST TO DOWNTOWN with
CULBERSON CHIROPRACTIC
(conveniently located on MARTA line, downtown)

Dr. F. Scott Culberson, D.C.
Sensitive to the needs of the gay and lesbian community

57 Forsyth St., Galleria Level, Healey Bldg, 522-2225

ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY
Certification Training with Debbie Unterman, C.H.T.

COUNSELING

DAN R. EASTON

•Insurance
•Financial Planning
•Estate Planning
•Investments
•IRA's

— Wills
— Powers of Attorney
— Living Wills
— Estate Administration
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Phone:
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857 Collier Rd. » Just off Howell Mill at 1-75 * 355-6018

ESTATE PLANNING

Six Weekends, Feb. 23-^May 5

C.A.C.

When you decide to so something about that ache or pain,
choose safe, professional, effective relief with chiropractic.

1261 La Vista Rd. NE • Atlanta 30324 • 634-5065 Leave Message

2045 Manchester St. NE • Atlanta, GA 30324

DAVID

CHOOSE HEALTH

Sliding Scale

counseling women in transition

Serving the Community with our Commitment to Wholeness

Reasonable Fees • Weekend Hours • 294-4822
Counseling Services of Atlanta • Please Leave Message

SAMUEL

H. COPPOCK

Accounting & Auditing
Computer Systems
Business Therapy

1801 Piedmont Ave. NE
Suite 205

873-2445

Edward O. Nix, M.D.
General Adult Psychiatry, Group Therapy, Hypnosis,
Imagery, Psychoanalytically Oriented Psychotherapy
3756 Lavista Road, Suite lOOphone 634-0672

Hypnosis for Behavioral Problems
Related to:
Stress • Procrastination • Job • Career • Money • Public
Speaking • Anger • Depression • Fears • Phobias
Anxiety • Habits • Weight • Smoking • Stuttering • Nail
Biting • Insomnia • Victimization • Dream Interpretation
Creativity • Regression • Self-Hypnosis

SINCE 1981

Professional

Hypnosis
For Quality Living
DBA Holistic Hypnotherapy
A UNIQUE PERSONALIZED SERVICE

371-1031
Faye Reneau - B.A., Certified
226 S. COLUMBIA DRIVE ■ DECATUR
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You Are Not the Sore Throat
in Room 3

National
Prescription
Centers

We do our job by listening to your personal concerns and using
our expertise to help you reach your health goals.

WE ACCEPT INSURANCE ASSIGNMENT
HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS

We know how to listen and we know how to help you with
comfortable lifestyle design. It's very personal stuff; it's for whole
people; and it's worth doing.

•
•
•
•

Call us. Today is a good day to take another step.
13 Corporate Square
Suite 107, Atlanta
325-2273
STOSH OSTROW, M.D.
General Practice

A Compounding RX Pharmacy
Inhalation Therapy Medication and Equipment (delivered)
I.V. Medication
Have your doctor call us on our toll free 800 number

ORDER PRESCRIPTIONS TOLL FREE:
1-800-562-DRUG (EXT. 723)
Ask for Dolores
WE SHIP • DELIVERY GUARANTEED TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE
"We Want To Be Your Pharmacy"
1907 N. ANDREWS AVENUE • FORT LAUDERDALE, FL • (305) 563-8407
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HIV:

The controversy over whether it is the cause
of AIDS boils over again, this time
into the mainstream press.

Cont'd from page 1

Duesberg's theory, propounded regularly in the
Native since '87, was given voice again last fall in
Policy Review, a publication of the right wing Heritage
Foundation. Duesberg attributes AIDS to a general
breakdown of the immune system precipitated by drug
use and multiple infections associated with sexual
promiscuity. He and his associate, Bryan J. Ellison, see
no use for HIV tracking, since they don't believe HIV
causes any problems. They write off the popular and
controversial anti-viral drug AZT as a "pseudo-benefit."
Their hypothesis, especially when espoused in a conservative journal like Policy Review, strikes some as perilously close to blaming the victim.
Duesberg's position is based largely on his belief that
HIV does not conform to Koch's Postulates, a set of criteria used since the 1800's to determine if an organism
causes an illness. He and Ellison note that HIV fails the
test of Postulate 1: the organism must be found in the
affected tissues in all cases of the disease. HIV, they
point out, can't be isolated from 10 to 20 percent of
AIDS cases, and is present neither in Kaposi's sarcoma
tissue nor in the nerve cells of patients with AIDS
dementia.
Duesberg and Ellison are not the only prominent
scientists and researchers raising questions about the
HIV hypothesis. But only Duesberg seems willing to
completely eliminate HIV as a factor in AIDS. The
main body of dissent research tends towards the theory
that some co-factor causes, works with, or triggers, HIV
resulting in the destruction of the immune system.
The views of these researchers, however, are receiving no better reception from the funding sources that
direct the course of AIDS research than is the radical
risk hypothesis of Duesberg and Ellison.
The details of their work on the missing link in the
AIDS story and the chilly reception they are receiving
from the scientific establishment are presented in a
well-documented article by Elinor Burkett published in
the Dec. 23 Miami Herald.
Burkett points out that Luc Montagnier, the French
researcher who discovered first HIV (he called it LAV),
publicly announced last June that he now believes HIV
is a benign virus that only becomes dangerous in the
presence of a second organism. He was given 15 minutes at the International AIDS Conference in San
Francisco to expound on this theory. Montagnier told
those who would listen that HIV is activated by a tiny,
bacteria-like bug called Mycoplasma incognita and

HIV:

received an amazing reaction. He was virtually ignored.
What should have been one of the major AIDS stories of 1990 went almost unreported and unnoticed. The
media took its cue from the AIDS research establishment which had responded to Montagnier with sneers,
condescension and outright hostility.
Burkett says she followed the pack and wrote nothing at the time. But, uneasy after returning to Miami,
she began to dig, to ask questions, to seek out dissenters
to the prevailing HIV theory. She discovered that
Montagnier is by no means alone.
There is the work of Dr. Shyh-Ching Lo, director
of AIDS Pathology at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology. As long ago as 1986 he had announced discovery of a previously unknown organism that acted in
some way with HIV to cause AIDS. Working independently and with no sharing of research, Lo and
Montagnier zeroed in on the same microbe.
It took three years for Lo to get anyone to take him
seriously. Finally, last year his research project in San
Antonio, Texas was inspected by a dozen specialists
assembled by the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. They arrived skeptical but departed believing that Lo, with no establishment support,
was on to something important.
Joseph Tully, head of mycoplasma programs for
NIAID, found Lo's documentation to be "absolutely
solid." Members of the inspection team found it so
solid, in fact, that they formally recommended more
research into the link between the mycoplasma and
AIDS.
Thirteen months have passed since that recommendation. Not one cent has been budgeted to additional research, and Burkett was told that NIAID "will
not talk about mycoplasma or any other AIDS co-factor."
Officials at the Centers for Disease Control take the
same posture. The official CDC word on Montagnier's
work is: "It's just a hypothesis. We don't believe it HIV
is not a benign infection."
Montagnier and Lo are not alone. Their fellow dissenters include other prominent scientists, who themselves were part of the establishment until they openly
began to question the orthodox position on HIV. One,
Harry Rubin, the dean of American retrovirology, told
Burkett he became an outlaw when he suggested that
HIV might not be the only cause of AIDS.
The doubters are not crackpots. They are thoughtful
and careful researchers who share some common concerns about the HIV hypothesis:

While scientists question whether it's the cause
of AIDS, those dealing with the emotional
impact of the epidemic take a look at the
issues facing men who test negative.

Thomas Weinberg doesn't mince words: "If HIVmen are not able to find arenas to express themselves
they will fall victim to a multitude of diseases. Guilt,
fear...repressing our feelings causes sickness in general
and even forces men towards [behaviors that may result
in] getting [HIV] positive. Much HIV infection [in the
gay community] today isn't the result of lack of education or irresponsibility...it comes from people acting
out."
Weinberg isn't the only one who is concerned about
the effect that the epidemic is having on the gay men
who are not HIV infected. Oakland based therapist Walt
Odets, Ph.D. recently published an exhaustive study on
the what he refers to as "The Psychological Epidemic."
Last December the New Republic printed "Gay Life,
Gay Death" a lengthy piece by Andrew Sullivan that
includes a discussion of the impact the epidemic is having on men who remain healthy.
Here in Atlanta, psychotherapist Franklin
Abbott has been talking quietly about the divisions
between men who are infected and those who aren't for
more than five years now. Increasingly, Abbott warns,
he is seeing uninfected men who are being devastated
by the epidemic.
"There are increasing numbers of uninfected men

who are profoundly affected by epidemic because of
their losses and the fear of becoming infected. Basically
what we have is an unaddressed epidemic of depression. Its characteristics are isolation, fear of contact
with other men and fear of becoming infected—both a
real one and one based in hypochondria. A lot of people
are manic, suffer insomnia and are abusing substances
out of both anxiety and denial. And all of these problems intensify when yet another friend dies or gets a
diagnosis."
Weinberg—a psychotherapist in private practice in
Hawaii—likens the issues that face uninfected gay men
to those of survivors of the Nazi holocaust whose feelings are first numbed, and then frozen. "And," he adds,
"the guilt that we feel [about surviving, about being
unable to stop the deaths] relates strongly to childhood"
where we learned that our feelings of anger, sadness
and sorrow were inappropriate.
So what about the needs of the survivors? What
do they do with their anger and their grief? The guilt
they many feel about surviving while their friends die?
The fear of becoming infected? Because Weinberg and
Abbott agree that these needs can no longer go ignored
they have developed a weekend workshop to address
them.

•HIV is not spreading at the rate expected of a newly
introduced sexually transmitted virus. «Two healthy
people can have sex with the same HIV-infected person
and one of them will come down with the infection after
a single encounter, while the other will not have it after
500 encounters. •The vast majority of those known to
be HIV-infected remain healthy for years—and there is
no proof that they will not live a normal health span.
•Diseases presumed to signal AIDS are cropping up in
individuals without any trace of HIV. «How could a
virus found to be active in only minute quantities in the
bodies of even the sickest AIDS patients devastate the
immune system as HIV is believed to do?
Nobody pretends to have the answers to these inconsistencies. Most researchers say that contradictions are
normal in the initial stages of research into a new disease. Montagnier and the other dissenters disagree,
arguing that the anomalies are signposts to errors in the
basic dogma.
The debate is not academic. For close to seven
years much of the nation's anguish has been centered
around HIV. Given the resources that have gone into
stopping it. the idea that HIV might not be the primary
villain in the AIDS drama is frightening.
The most searing implication in Burkett's article is
that the CDC and other federal health officials have
failed to prepare us for the possibility that conquering
HIV might not provide the ultimate victory in the war
on AIDS. In that context its easy to see refusal to give
serious consideration to the research of Montagnier, Lo
and others as being an act of treason against the hundred-thousand plus Americans who have died from
AIDS. And what about the hordes HIV-positive persons, many of whom take AZT and other toxic antivirals in an attempt to control a virus that may not
require control?
Dissent to the HIV hypothesis is not going to disappear unless and until the more popular, prevailing
view is proven accurate. Given the painfully slow pace
of new knowledge relating to the cause of AIDS, that's
not likely to happen soon. The CDC and the NIH must
be made to realize that the dismissal of valid research
and/or development of radical theory on any aspect of
AIDS cannot be tolerated until that research or theory is
proven wrong. In the case of the hypotheses offered by
Montagnier, Lo and Duesberg that hasn't happened.
Bowie is a former editorial writer and editor for The
Greenville (SC) News & Piedmont and former president of the National Conference of Editorial Writers.

The workshop is appropriate for gay and bisexual
men who have negative tests or have not been
tested—particularly for men who have lost lovers or
close friends to HIV, men who are supporting those
who are HIV infected, men who are just coming out
and men who are dating.
Cost for the workshop (which will be held on the
evening of Fri., Feb 15, and all day Sat, Feb 16) is
$150. For information and registration conu.^ Franklin
Abbott at 874-8294.
Project A.R.I.E.S. at AID Atlanta : Men who
know about safe sex, but have a hard time practicing it,
are the target audience for a six session AIDS Risk
Intervention Education Series being offered by AID
Atlanta. The program is an adaptation of a safe-sex
relapse program developed at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center.
The workshops will be led by volunteers who have
been specifically trained in relapse prevention, risk
reduction, behavior modification and group facilitation.
The program focuses particularly on skills building in
assertiveness, identifying and modifying risky personal
behaviors, negotiating safer sex behaviors and resisting
coercive high risk behavior.
The initial group, of an expected 12 to 15 annually,
will meet Thursdays from 7-9pm beginning Feb. 28.
There is no charge. For more information contact Pat
Grindel at 872-0600.
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Dykes To Watch Out For

Sty (26ante4, 'Zfau&i

BittePS^eet
COE-LL, MAf&Or.
MOM

TELLS

ME.

W9
THAT

Oi^e. DAV UIHE-M I'M
&-&£.£ I'LL MEET
A CERTAIN -So/M£OAl£
LJHO'LL SUEE-P MB. OFF My
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TWEV -5AV THAT
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CAKIKIOT S£AP- TO
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TALENT CONTEST AT MIDNIGHT - ANYTHING GOES
$25.00 CASH + QUALIFY FOR FINALS & GUEST APPEARANCE
NO COVER

£>£-LPLY
IAJTO
1ACH 0-THE./ZS E^CS..
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There's Always Something On The Otherside...

MONDAYS...32M!)<3(S WBStWSH

MAJO THAT THEV -SP£AJ£>
1 HOURS SJUST STAR./*)®

Cheshire point
Follow the Cheshire Bridge Road

Why didn't you tell me about
Hairanoia !!!

Happy
Valentine's
Day!

TUESDAYS... J OLDIES NIGHTJ
DJ MELISSA BRIDGES SPINS 50s, 60s, 70s
NO COVER

Haircuts $3.00 OFF

THURSDAYS...©6ffl1W (HOT©

Reg. Price $18
expires Feb. 23

DANCE LESSONS, NO COVER, STARTS AT 8:00 PM

321-5775

2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd.
(Next to Back Alley Video)

VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY

SWEETHEART SPECIAL:

BUFFET, CHAMPAGNE, BALLOON DROP
FEBRUARY 14TH, $5.00 AT THE DOOR

I You're
'i got a
sweetheart?

Billiards • • • • 7 Fireplaces • • • • Videos • • • • Patio • • • • Piano Bar

Well, isn't that special!

1924 PIEDMONT ROAD ■ ATLANTA
2283 WILTON DR. ■ FT. LAUDERDALE

22
'-.-"

404-875-5238
305-565-5538

321 -6767 * 2000
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CHESHIRE BRIDGE ROAD (NEXT TO HAIRANOIA)
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DISH
there's a fine line between telling the truth and talking trash
umn is a touching piece about a letter Mr. H., who does
jock-jive for CNN, received from a viewer in Salem,
Ore. Said letter begins with the words "You filthy little
fag you." Huber's ramblings about his hate mail are a
mite disconnected, but more than one of Dish's friends
has taken them to mean that Jim has decided to come
out. That's not how Dish read it, but then we came out
several decades ago. And we didn't work for Ted
Turner when we did it!

Flexible?: Dish was called to the phone during the
Feb. 7 installment of LA. Law, but had the foresight to
hit the record button on the VCR first. And were we
surprised to replay the missed scenes: lawyer Abby and
Brit newcomer C J. (a woman) engaging in a kiss!
Later Abby made stuttering excuses and said she liked
men. "So do I," said C.J. "I'm flexible." Abby stuttered
a little more, denying any physical attraction. Oh,
yeah? Why the dinner invitation then? And the admonishment at the end "Don't be late?" How NBC handles
this potential lesbianism remains to be seen, and Dish
certainly won't miss it.
Success Story: Masquerade, the Mardi-Gras-like
fundraiser for Project Open Hand, the folks who deliver
meals to PWA's, was a rousing success. Something in
excess of 335,000 was raised. More than 900 attended
the event at TULA and consumed $25,000 worth of
donated food, drink and fun. Dish was ecstatic to
see—amidst all the skimpy outfits, hunky men, dirty
dancing and open bars—the three new and most important accessories to to gay partying in the '90s—condoms, cabs and consciousness. But then Dish would
have expected nothing less from Project Open Hand.
Sad Story: Dish spent a day under the Gold Dome last
week checking out the legislators, lobbyists and a few
other amusements. Not something we'd want to do too
often, but informative, nonetheless. Most terrifying
scene of the day was that of Rep. Billy McKinney
(apparently diminished by excessive consumption of
some mind altering substance) lurching up to an attractive woman (who had been lobbying for passage of hate
crimes and sodomy repeal legislation) and saying, "I
was gonna hit on you, but now I changed my mind
seein' as you're one of those fag lovers." And you wonder why people move to San Francisco.

Girlfriends, Please: Ogilvie Home Permanents and
Good Housekeeping magazine (please don't think that
Dish reads G.H. regularly, either) have announced a
"Girlfriend Reunion Contest." The idea is to reunite
womonfriends who have not seen each other for at least
10 years. Five winners will get a 3 day trip to NYC in
July. Obviously the folks at G.H. are not thinking of the
same kind of Girlfriend as Dish is, but the only requirement is that entrants be women over 18. Dish thinks
this is one of the most outrageous opportunities for lesbian visibility that we've seen in a while. Pick up a copy
of G.H. and check it out. Enter several times—the girlfriend who brought you out, the one who didn't bring
you out, but you wish had.. .you get the idea. Check the
fab recipe for tuna surprise in the Feb. issue, too.

Chronic Liar: Dish was wandering about San Francisco
two weeks ago and spied the most amazing headline in
staring out from a S.F. Chronicle box (see photo). It was,
alas, not the work of some inspired journalist at the
Chronicle, but rather a fit of creative activism on the part
of ACT UP/SF who printed 7000 of the 4-page papers and
stuffed them into Chronicle boxes around the city. The
S.F. Examiner praised the broadside for its "very useful
facts about AIDS." Another group, Ball & Chain, stopped
train traffic on a BART line when they chained themselves
to a train. And you wonder why people move to San
Francisco.

Now At Your Local Library: Dish is pleased to be
able to tell you that, starting next issue, the Atlanta/
Fulton Public Library will be distributing Southern
Voice. We're not sure which branches will have the
paper, but surely, if you ask sweetly, your friendly local
librarian will see to it that yours is included. This is
especially important in the nether reaches of north and
south Fulton where finding businesses that will carry
the paper is well nigh impossible. Tell your librarian to
check with Lucelia Flood-Partridge at the downtown
branch for specifics.

Huber Out?: Dish seldom reads The Hudspeth Report
(we'll bet that doesn't surprise you) but the Feb. issue of
Ron's guide to (generally) heterosexual nighttime naughtiness contains at least one article of note. Jim Huber's col-

ILLUSTRATIONS BY LIZA GOLLOBITH

RULING PLANETS

February 14-February 28

by Mary Bailey-Rule

The February New Moon occurs on the 14th, Valentine's Day, the perfect time for new opportunities in relationships, while the Sun enters mutable and sensitive Pisces on Monday, the 18th.
ARIES - Jupiter's expansive energy in your CANCER - With Jupiter moving backward LIBRA - Mercury in your 5th house of cre- CAPRICORN - Now that Saturn, your rul5th house of creativity is nurturing and sup- in your 2nd house of finances and material ativity and love affairs and personal expres- ing planet, is in Aquarius, you may feel more
porting your problem-solving
resources, it may be difficult
freedom and more flexibility,
sion should enhance your abilabilities and your need for fun.
so take a deep breath and
to get a grip on your spending
ity to communicate in an artisThe Force is with you, but still
and income. This is tempotic and passionate way. Let
relax. A good time to organize
look before you leap into new
rary. Be careful with large
romance and playfulness be
and plan your finances, but
ventures.
purchases or personal loans.
don't worry about tomorrow.
your guide.
TAURUS - Saturn, ruling the limitations of
time and space, is now in your 10th house of
career and status, making this
a good time to evaluate
career/vocation. Is your work
fulfilling? Are you growing or
stagnating?

LEO - The New Moon occurring in your 7th
house of personal and committed relationships can set a new tone for
openness and better understanding with those close to
you. Let others know how you
value and appreciate them.

SCORPIO - With Jupiter retrograde in your
10th house of career and community status,
you may find decisions concerning work/career difficult
to make right now, so focus
on what you value and find
important for personal growth.

AQUARIUS - Mercury and Saturn are both
in your 1st house of personal awareness, so
be careful with what you say
and think about yourself. A
good time for evaluating personal goals, but absolutely
avoid criticism and judgment!

GEMINI - Saturn, ruling chronological time
and limitations, is now in your 9th house of
travel and metaphysical studies. One of the great Earth
lessons is learning to deal with
limitation, so be patient with
yourself.

VIRGO - Mars is now cruising your 10th
house of career and ambition, including your
status in the community. Be
prepared for opportunities as
well as more responsibilities,
but leave some time for yourself and loved ones.

SAGITTARIUS - Jupiter moving backward
through your 9th house of travel and metaphysical studies makes this a
good time to get away from it
all for a different perspective
on your life. You are surrounded by opportunities.

PISCES - Happy Birthday! The Sun enters
your 1st house of personal awareness and
appearance on the 18th. Your
physical and emotional energy
should begin to rise. Pamper
yourself, do fun things and
gently release the past year.

Mary Bailey-Rule is a professional astrologer specializing in birth chart analysis, relationship chart and astrological career counseling. For more insights about your sign, call 264-6219.

SAVE
THIS
COUPON.
IT DOES
NOT EXPIRE.

CARPETS STEAM CLEANED
GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES!
Per Room
Min. 2 Rooms

US CARPET CARE, INC.
S

7AM.^Mrsa, 1-404-938-6048

5R00MS$3125
Steam Cleaned
and Deodorized
includes FREE Hall

Pet Odor Specialists V
QUALITY STANDARDS

• Skilled Technicians
• Brushing

"" ~ "" ™COUPON™ mmm"m

CARPET REPAIRS I
& RESTRETCHING I

30%
:
OFF

CLEANED

$9Q95

Sectionals and
Pitt Groups
Priced differently

mm %/
MOST FARRIHS

SERVICES AVAILABLE

INCLUDES:
• Basic Steam Cleaning

ANY SIZE SOFA or 2 CHAIRS

• Color Brighteners
■ Deodorizer
• Raking

EXPERT WATER DAMAGE SERVICE
• ORIENTAL RUG CLEANING • CORRECTIVE
CLEANING • ON LOCATION DRAPERY
CLEANING • HEAVILY SOILED CARPETS MAY
REQUIRE DUAL PROCESSING • COMMERCIAL
RATES AVAILABLE • WOOD FLOORS.
COUPON

COUPON

FREE

One Room Dupont
Teflon Protection
with Purchase of
Another

SPRING
CLEANING
I
! SPECIAL
" "COUPON" "™ "" ""

i
t
I
I
I
I

WOOD FLOORS
Clean, Wax & Buff

$5 OFF
COUPON

j WHOLE ocooo ! ORIENTAL RUGS

] HOUSE $58"

I SPECIAL
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Steam Cleaned
and Deoderized

Dry Cleaning

$10 OFF
23

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL

The Black Line
Where all men are welcome

1-900-468-2522

Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by
calling 365-8158
Must be 18 years or older

365-8127
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222
$1.50 PER MINUTE

Options You Can Live With
There is no cure for HIV. But there are treatment
options. Ihe AIDS/HIVTreatment Directory, published
by the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR),
is a guide to the full range of approved and experimental
treatments. A one-year subscription to the Directory
(4 issues) is only $30.00. To subscribe, or to make a
contribution, send your check to AmFAR. Your options
may be greater than you think.
JHL
M\U%

American Foundation for AIDS Research
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

People with HIV disease who cannot afford a paid subscription may obtain
a complimentary copy by calling the national AIDS Information
Clearinghouse at I-800-4S8-523I.

mwm

Make the right selection — Gay Selections — and meet the men you want to meet from the
Atlanta area. Simply listen to "voice personal" messages from others who share your interests, and respond with a message of your own. The easy way to meet the right one.

SELECTIONS'
Only $2.00 first minute,
$1.00 each additional.
Must be 18 years or older. © Jartel, Inc., 1990

1-900-860-4747

TRY OUR DEMO #: 404-521-2111

24
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\MCE CLASSIFIEDS
*AIDS SERVICES
& EDUCATION
Circle of Healing - support for people
with HIV, their friends and family and
all others in need of healing. First and
Third Sunday Evenings, 7:30-9:00
PM., First Existentialist Congregation,
470 Candler Park Drive, Atlanta. For
more info contact Circle Coordinator,
Franklin Abbott, LCSW at 378-5570.
Atlanta Gay Center Clinic - M, T, W,
Th 5:30-9:30 pm. Anonymous HIV
antibody counseling and screening,
$15.00. Confidential Hepatitis B
Screening, $15.00. Confidential STD
screening, free. Arrive by 9:00 pm,
please. Call 876-5372 for more info.

AIDS Care Coordinated is a new
service for PWA's in need of housing and assisted living. Call for
more info at 371-9433.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On HIV+
is a supportive network of HTV+ persons who share positive health attitudes and want to meet similarly oriented people for social and emotional
interaction. For more information call
874-6102.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACT UP/ATLANTA: (404) 286-6247

The African American Lesbian Gay
Alliance is seeking information about
organizations and individuals which
offer alcohol and drug related counseling, recovery and support services sensitive to the needs of lesbians, gay men
and bisexuals. The information will
become part of the information base
for a helpline specifically aimed at lesbians, gay men and bisexuats with
alcohol and drug addiction problems.
Please send a description of program
services to AALGA, Drug & Alcohol
Program, PO Box 50374, Atlanta, GA
30302 or call 997-LOVE (V4,#3)

Atlanta Gay Center People Project.
Information and advocacy for HIV
affected people in the metro area.

FREE

Atlanta Gay Center Plus groups for
HTV-affected people. Fridays, 8:00pm
and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street
Call 876-5372 for more info.
Atlanta Gay Center Helpline, 8920661, for info, counseling and referral.
6:00-11:00pm 365 days a year.

AID
ATLANTA
SUPPORT
GROUP MEETINGS Groups and
Meeting Times: PWAs I Wed. 7-9pm;
PWAs II Sat4-5:30pm; Lymphdenopathy/ARC Mon. 7-9pm; Hispanics
with fflV Wed. 7-8:30pm; Worried
Well Tues. 6-7:30pm; Bereavement
Mon. 7-9pm; Family, Friends &
Partners I Mon. 7-9pm; Family,
Friends & Partners II Wed. 7-9pm;
PWA in the Family Wed. 7-9pm
AIDS Information Line: In Atlanta
876-9944, Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728
Support Group forming for Male
Survivors of Sexual Abuse Living
With AIDS. Contact Social Services,
AID Atlanta at 874-6517 for more
info.
The People Project - Ready to assist
PWA's in locating services that are
available in the community. This is a
people-for-people program. Call
Ron at 371-0819 or the Atlanta Gay
Center at 876-5371
AIDS Information Line - 9AM-9PM
weekdays, 9AM-5PM, weekends for
confidential, factual answers on risk,
transmission, testing, medical and
other referrals in Ga. and elsewhere.
Atlantans call 876-9944, other
Georgians dial toll-free 1-800-5512728. Hearing-impaired callers access
via TTY 876-9950. Spanish-speaking
operators available. A service of AID
Atlanta and the Ga. Dept. of Human
Resources.

r

HOME BUYERS SEMINAR
Anne Free with Re/Max Intown is
sponsoring a free home buyer's seminar entitled, "The Nuts & Bolts of
Home Buying." Featured speakers Clara Fryer, real estate attorney with
Rayhall and Fryer and Don Coleg, VP
of Metro 1st Mortgage. Ms. Free will
give a presentation as well. Thursday,
February 21 @ 7PM. Re/Max Intown.
2215 Cheshire Bridge Rd. Seating is
limited. Call 728-8800 for info &
reservations. (V3,#26)
Parents and Friends of Lesbians
And Gays/Atlanta is sponsoring a
support group session, Sunday,
February 17, 3-5pm at Unitarian
Universalist Congregation of Atlanta,
1911 Cliff Valley Way, NE.
Information: 875-9440, 691-4729.
(V3,#26)
KEEP ACT UP/ATLANTA ACTING
UP. To continue the fight against the
AIDS crisis, we need donations of a
fax machine, a personal computer and
software-IBM compatible MS-DOS is
fantasized about, but we'll take what
we can get, shelves, filing cabinets, a
VCR and camcorder, and office supplies. Financial donations are accepted, too. Call our 24-hour ACT UP
Line at 404-286-6247 or write to us at
ACT UP Atlanta, PO Box 57089,
Atlanta, GA 30343-2089. (V4,#2)

WANTED
Atlanta Police Officers Lesbian/Gay
Atlanta Police Officers needed for confidential survey. We want to know
about your positive & negative experiences on the force for recruitment proposals. Confidentiality assured. Call
404-286-BIAS. (V3,#26)

AUTOMOTIVE
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100
84 Bronco
$50
89 Blazer
$150
75JeepCJ
$50
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose
from thousands starting $25. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details 801379-2930 Ext. GK182C. U.S. copyright (V4,#5)

Reach more than 30,000 readers
Call 876-2709 to place your ad.

WANT WEEKENDS
for fun and relaxation?
We will house clean using low
impact products and transport
recyclables. Affordable!

The Green Team
364-6071,364-6073.

r

Hair Dresser, rental space available clientele a must. Atlanta-Buckhead
area. Call Gayle 876-7882. (V4,#l)
Housecleaners - Earn up to $400 per
week. Car required. Call 578-1313.
(V3,#26)

%

<3/utleM' oC#W G/endeb <^C&m,

G/oteiMofe <~Zjpw &t/ QAwet/ Ontota <=>oW

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
84 VW
$50
87 Mercedes
$200
85 Mercedes
$100
65 Mustang
$50
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. GJ182C.
U.S. HOTLINE copyright (V4, #4)

G/w-maJfyi/ u^a£ £ind at Uw wu/ hwe,
(/

For Sale: Lincoln Continental Mark V,
Cartier Edition. White, blue interior,
sunroof, 1979, 85,000 mi. $995. Call
876-2203 or 876-1819. (V4,#3)

We* can/ Aefaww etfttm' it/

Petals

BOOKS

APLACEOFOUR

Be Your Own Boss!! Self-motivated,
dynamic individual sought to take over
established Jewelry sales territory in
SE. Feminist, metaphysical, symbolic
jewelry from CA, Alaska, New
Mexico. Unlimited potential. Call Beth
at 627-7966 for more information.
(V4,#l)

EMPLOYMENT

OWN

A FLORIST
872-6496

Specializing in out of print womanist,
lesbian & gay literature. Free search for
individual titles. Your want lists
encouraged. Call 523-4146 for info or
write: 485 Glenwood Ave., Atlanta,
GA 30312. (V3,#26)

Uncompromising quality in fresh European, Tropical &
Domestic Garden Flowers arranged in a contemporary style.

CLEANING

Floral Arrangements • Fresh Cut Flowers
Gourmet/Fruit Baskets • European Potted Gardens
Metro Atlanta Delivery • Worldwide Floral Service

CRAWFORD'S
Residential Cleaning

15% osr

EXTENDED HOURS VALENTINE'S WEEK!

1 st Time or Annual Cleaning
(with mention of this ad)
■ HOUSES
• CONDOS • APTS

CALL

Monday through Friday 9:00-6:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00
Visa, Mastercard & AMX accepted
1830-A Piedmont Road, 872-6496

325-7080

N
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Pean
Rocktpnngi
Monroe
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i KTnnrnma
Classified Order Form
i
Best Results
i Where Advertising Means Business For
Over 35,000 Readers!
i
i P.O. BOX 18215 ATLANTA, GA ■ 30316 (404) 876-2709
i Name
i Address
i City
i
Zi
P
i State
)
i Phone (
i HEADLINE/CLASSIFICATION
i TEXT
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i Note: Deadline Date Tuesday at Noon. Please Print.
L

*

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Ad Placement: Classified ads may be placed by mail, in person or by
phone (404) 876-2709, 9am-5pm, Monday-Friday.
Deadline: Tuesday noon prior to publication.
Discounts: 10% for seven or more insertions of ad.
Confidential Boxes: Forwarding boxes are available for replies to your ad.
Southern Voice will forward all replies to you when you fill in the
Forwarding Box blank in the form below ($1.00 per issue).
To Respond To A Box Number: Easy! Enclose your reply in an
unaddressed, stamped envelope with the box number on the lower leu
corner. Mail your reply envelope in a separate envelope to: Southern Voice
Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. We will forward your
reply to the appropriate party.
Classified Display Rates: Call 876-2709 for information.
Editing Policy: We reserve the right to refuse or edit your ad.
Sexually explicit ads will not be accepted.
COMPUTE YOUR COST
40 words or less @ 15.00.
Additional words @ .25 ea.
Forwarding Box @ 1.00.
GIANT HEADLINE @ 3.00.
SUBTOTAL.
x
number of issues.
TOTAL AMOUNT.
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FREE
□ PERSONAL ADS (4;
□ Volunteer Ads
□ AIDS Sen -es
Limited to 40 wcr
Check aopropriat

25

■

CLASSIFIEDS
Administrative Assistant with computer knowledge who is neat, well-organized, with practical business and people skills to assist counselor with home
& office combination duties. Possible
live -in situation (including room &
board & modest stipend) to the right
individual. Send letter and resume to:
SV BOX #2349, Southern Voice
Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Adanta,
GA 30316. (V4,#3)
Actors/Models - If selected receive a
FREE PHOTO SESSION and a roll of
film toward your portfolio. Beginners
welcome. 875-7170 (ongoing)

FOR RENT

PROFESSIONAL
Office Space for Rent in Lesbian
Owned BuildingPartners in Health/
Chrysalis Women's Center has office
space for lease to women's service oriented businesses. Affiliation with
Partners in Health or Chrysalis is an
option. Additionally, we are seeking
an experienced chiropractor and massage therapist. Building is located near
Piedmont and Cheshire Bridge. Call
881-6300 for information. (V3,#26)

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801379-2925 Ext GE182B. (V4,#6)

HEALTH
Clinical Hypnosis for smoking, overweight, concentration, motivation,
habit control. 636-7677
Visa/Mastercard Accepted

Jl

Health Yourself To
A Good Life

NUTRITION
CLASSES

WEDS. 7:30 PM

HAIR CARE

MAIL ORDER
AURAL HISTORY sticks in your
ear! Madonna fights censorship. Essex
Hemphill and Michelle Parkerson
challenge oppression. Send $2
(applied to order) for catalog of audio
cassettes to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St.
NW, Washington, DC 20009-4510.
(V4,#l)
Hot Computer Bread Recipes. Tasty,
healthful, creative concoctions to be
baked automatically in your new
kitchen tool while you read this paper.
Send $2 to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin
Street, NW, Washington, DC 200094510.(V4,#1)

873-6888
*

S/A

I

O

N

LEGAL

• Full Service Matrix Salon
• Monofiber Extensions
• Silk Wraps
• Specializing In Color
• Consultations Available
Appt. Necessary

BA, English and MFA, Illustration.
Seeking employment in the arts or
publishing. Hard-working, serious,
personable, and trainable. Randy 3255421. (V3,#26)

RUSSELL G.
BURNETT

General Practice
Emphasis on:
Employment
Discrimination
Hate crimes
Wills & Probate
872-4252

1874 Piedmont Rd. Suite 560-E

FOREIGN AUTO SERVICE
HONDA SPECIALIST
USED HONDA PARTS
Call

378-6846
for directions
184 Rogers St. in Little 5 Pts. Area

GWM - slim 50ish, professional,
seeks SUM GBM for serious relationship. Tired of being alone? Me too!
Plase send a letter with phone number,
a photo if possible. Let's talk. SV Box
2364 (V4,#3)
Cute, kooky, inconoclastic, wild-eyed,
Italian boy, 34. Yankee bom & recently relocated here from Northern
California. Seeking the pleasurable
company of spontaneous, self-assured,
romantic & passionate Black gentlemen of free will, humor & spirit (I860). Please leave message 577-4189.
(V4,#3)

The

Hotlanta
Connection

RECESSIONPINCH?

The Right Choice For
Man To Man
Phone Connections/

Get fast cash from the "Silver Fox."
Cash loans on car titles.
Confidential and quick.
Call today 288-9415.

Talk line • Date line
Fantasy Line • Leather-Levi
Always One-on-Ona
Unlimited and Untimsd

LEGALLY PROTECT YOU &
MATE. Living wills, powers of attorney, wills w/o lawyer cosls. Tow sets
of forms, instructions. $15. Freeflight
Inc. D-3, PO Box 372, Asheville, NC
28802 (V4,#l)
Attorney - No fee for initial consultation - criminal defense, drug cases,
DUI, personal injury. 1st American
Bank Tower, 34 Peachtree St., Suite
2200. Convenient to MARTA. (O)
522-7450, (H) 977-2085.
BOB CITRONBERG.

404-873-3855 Office
404-681-6186 Info
MC/Visa

ORGANIZATIONS
North American TransvestiteTransexual Society & Clearinghouse.
1206 East Pike Street, Seattle,
Washington 98122. For more information, contact: Dr. Phillip Salem 206623-1549. (V3,#26)

PERSONALS
Sporadically handsome, creative,
nerdy, clearheaded, occasionally
cranky, pretty much genuine GWM,
35, bm/blu, wiry 59" balding-w/mustache seeks winsome, jaw-y, encouraging, Randy-Travis-type boyfriend,
36+, bm/hzl, medium build 5'8" who
likes gay stuff, God, auto repair, green
vegetables. Write, willya? SV Box
2367 (V4,#3)

IS LEASING SO
PLEASING?
With the recent change in tax
laws, the answer in nearly all cases
is yes. Analysts predict that 70%
of new car buyers will be leasing
by 1992. This is not totally new
thinking, J. Paul Getty once said,
"If it depreciates lease it, if it
appreciates own it."
Your current and future automobiles are not investments, so don't
throw your good dollars after bad.

GWF seeks GWF (fern) (35-50) honest, sincere, non-smoker must enjoy
music, movies, nature, not into bars or
excessive drinking. No drugs, get high
on life. Recent photo and letter, phone
number, "Huggy", PO Box 1451,
Buford,GA30518.(V4,#3)

MONEY TO LEND

ATTORNEY

876-7882

Honda Parts For Sale

Book lovers, film buffs, musicias, gardeners, home-bodies & students of life
and love. This 50 yr. old writer/teacher
wants you for a relationship. Jim, PO
Box 2158, Decatur, GA 30031.
(V4,#3)

DR. PRINCETTA

Feeling the

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED

GWF, 26 seeking femm. GWF for
friendship, possible relationship. True
Romantic. Sensitive, caring. Love
walks on the beach and in the woods
and trips to the mountains. Write M.C.
SV Box 2368 (V4,#3)

Drive more car for less and keep
your cash working for you.
To get the answers and qualifications, call Monty Poe at
451-2700 or come by and see me
at Curry Honda in Chamblee, GA.
Get more bang for the buck,
lease your next Honda from Curry!

GWM, 20, UGA student, average
looking, seeks GM, 18+, preferably
from Athens area, relatively out, caring, and self-respecting. Tm shamelessly skinny, unpretentious, and friendly.
Not into "straight-acting," attitudes, or
games. Please reply to PO Box 2507,
Athens, GA 30612. (V4,#3)
GBF, 38, feminine, warm, sincere and
honest. Enjoy travel here and abroad,
music, theater, candlelight dinners and
cozy nights, would like to meet other
lesbians. Reply letter and phone to SV
Box 2365 (V4,#3)
Straight White Male, 38, nudist, seeks
clean and trim bi or straight female 2030 who would like to share this
lifestyle and has a professional attitude
in promoting social nudity. PO Box
461, Grayson, GA 30221. (V4,#3)

GWF, 29, pretty, blondish, romantic
femme into the arts, music, dance,
would like to meet a pretty, sincere
femme for a special relationship/friendship. Must be a quality
person. Write/send photo if possible will return. SV Box 2363. (V4,#3)
I am a masculine WM, 45, 6 ft, 170
lbs, attractive and physically fit. I
enjoy travel, beaches and good times.
Not into bars or stereotypical gay
lifestyle. Looking to meet younger
guys who appreciate a sane, stable
relationship. SV Box 2361 (V4,#3)

WANTED:
BEAUTIFUL, BRAVE,
BLACK LESBIAN!
You must be between 21 and 31, and
capable of great tolerance and love.
Your beauty should radiate from the
inside out, and we should be able to
connect spiritually, intellectually,
physically, and emotionally; if not,
there is nothing lost, for hopefully we
can become friends on some level. I
am GBF, 26, quiet, intellectual,
humorous, slightly eccentric, somewhat paradoxical, very loving and
quite AWARE. SV Box 2366 (V4,#3)

OUTSTANDING

TANDING
:?"'"' V§0§0^§0

gjmissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab, and Jaguar.
They're among the best cars in the world.
Troncalli is proud to offer these fine automobiles,
and proud to back them up with a sales and service team to match. Come to any of our six dealerships and let our friendly staff of professionals
help you make your next new car purchase.
'91 Accord DC 5 Speed
60 months, Closed End Lease. $224.63 + Tax.
With 1st month payment & security deposit down.
(Based on $6050 purchase option at end of term)
JU5TINSI0E1-

tasmtm
HONDA.

B9PHI
SMUROMM
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5525 PEACHTREE INDUSTRIAL BLVD • CHAMBLEE, GA 451-2700
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TRONCALLI NISSAN
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-3853
TRONCALLI INFINITI
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-6930
TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI
1580 Church Street • Decatur • 294-0040
TRONCALLI SAAB - DECATUR
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 299-9760
TRONCALLI SAAB - ROSWELL
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030
TRONCALLI JAGUAR
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

•-:";^3*-»»'"&ifS

CLASSIFIEDS
GWF, 34, seeking honest sincere lesbians who socialize within the gay
community. Wish to create HIGHQUALITY FRIENDSHIP. Interests:
spirituality, cultural events, or just
"hanging-out" in a relaxed setting. I am
VERY down to earth. Race not important. PO Box 48567, Atlanta, GA
30362. (V4,#3)
Help! Pretty Princess Dyke, 29, is
looking for her counterpart If you're a
pretty, dark-haired femme or
butch/femme who thinks she deserves
the best-queenly treatment, then let's
talk. Write/send photo if possible. SV
Box 2362. (V4,#3)
GWF 34 new to area wishes to explore
friendship in Georgia. Love to dance,
read, laugh, sports and talk. Clean, professional, no drugs. Call 984-9978 and
make me laugh. (V4,#2)
GWF, 25, 5'6" 145 lbs. Brown hair,
blue eyes. Sometimes Butch? (XQLJ:
18-35 yrs.) Love dancing, talking,
video's, cats. Lets start with friendship,
possibly court into relationship. No
drugs, booze or Bi's. Cigarettes okay.
I'm a Yankee! Please send picture,
phone. SV Box 2357. (V4,#2)
GWM, 25, 6', 160. Br/Hazel, masculine, intelligent, handsome, versatile.
Enjoys sports, travel, the arts, partying
'til dawn, sitting before a fire w/someone special. Seeks compatible, successful, 18-35 year old for friendship. .. ? SV Box 2360. (V4,#2)

Distinguished, GBF, 18. Affectionate,
easy-going, intellectual. Enjoys the
artsAiterary/humanitarian/travel pursuits. Needs GBF (18-?) for serious
friendship/companionship. Maria,
Route 1, Box 134-C2, Flora, MS
39071. (V4,#2)

Young Lesbian Couple - Like all types
of music, Atlanta city lights, drinking,
great friends, good times and new
exotic adventures. Want to meet lesbians or lesbian couples for friendship,
fun, adventure and more. 875-7843
(V4,#2)

Asian male seeks businessmen visiting
Boston who are into CTS, Studio-7,
and MH tapes. Prefer clean-cut, WM
21-45, healthy, HIV-, Yuppie collegiate, exec types A+. Married, bi welcomed. Photo optional. P.O. Box 1361,
Boston, MA 02104. (V4,#3)

WM, 44, seeks "lifestyle" sensitive
female to explore new dimensions in
intimacy. Educated, kind, healthy; new
to opposite sex relationships, but committed to this as best option for me.
Seeks same WF. Call 876-8147
(V4,#3)

Looking for positive thinking, goodlooking body-builder (28^10). Sincere,
no drinking/no drugs. Possible relationship w/GWM 33, 57", 150. Br/Br.
Sincere, tight and lean. Send photo &
phone # To P.O. Box 7441, Atlanta,
GA 30357. (V4,#3)

Serious Only! GM with solid, good
build, sincere, 30+ and single sought
by HIV+ GBM, 39, with well defined
body. I am into exercise and quiet
evenings. Send letter, include name,
number and photo if possible. SV Box
2352(V4,#2)

Wonderful woman wants to meet
same. Write Jan, 1382 Prince Ave.,
Suite #16, Athens, GA 30606. (V4,#3)

The right words will coax this shy
exhibitionist/bottom to show and play
for persuasive top. Safe, erotic, daytime fun. Open to all ages, races. 30ish
WGM. Answer w/photo and your
requests. SV Box 2338 (V4,#2)

Young white lesbian seeks mature lesbian for honest friendship and possibly
more. 875-0338. (V4,#4)

36y. (5'10"-darkish) cultivated
EUROPEAN seeks friendship with
active, cosmopolitan + intelligent
GWM (max. 55y old). Medical doctors, academics and businessmen welcome. Should have interest for the arts
and be willing to correspond.
Longterm relationships welcomed, but
not preconditioned Sensitivity is more
important than your bank account!
Write (+ photos) or call (evenings-my
local time): GUHA/Oberlander
Str.33/W-8000 Munich 70/ Germany.
Tel.: (+89) 776556. (V4,#3)

GAYMRODUCnONS
For men and women. 262-2368
FREE! Call now!
GBF interested in corresponding with
plump (bigger is better) GWF leading
to friendship and fun. Age/looks not
important. Romance and fun are. SV
Box 2356. (V4,#2)
GWF professional, fitness oriented,
likes outdoors. Seeks same (30-50) for
friendship, fun and laughter. No bi's or
drugs. SV Box 2355 (V4, #2)

GWF, 25, red hair, blue eyes, aspiring
bodybuilder. Enjoy outdoors, love animals, music (rock, top 40), movies and
photography. Seeking GWF 21-30
with similar interests for friendship.
Photo requested, but not required. SV
Box 2359 (V4,#2)

I'm a lesbian studying ASL. Would
like to meet deaf lesbians or certified
interpreters for friendship and sign
practice (No romance, I have a wonderful lover.) Into feminism, food,
good literature. Write Karen, PO Box
5545, Atlanta, GA 30307. (V4,#2)

GWM - 45, 5'9,138. Brown hair/mustache, lean, healthy, smooth, masculine. Enjoy travel, movies, photography, sports. Wishes to meet slender
GWM. No Drugs. Note/photo. SV Box
2358 (V4,#2)

Businessman - GWM, 42, 510",
attractive, young-looking, healthy,
stocky, seeks relationship with man
same age or younger. New to Atlanta.
Live in Midtown. Recently took a sabbatical year in Europe. Call 881-0397
or write me directly - P.O. Box 56123,
Atlanta, GA 30343. (V4,#2)

Looking for a
real person in
this city?
Then meet a
Southern Voice
reader.
Southern Voice
personals are
Atlanta's most
interesting and
genuine personal
ads. And now you
can place a 40 word
ad in Atlanta's best
personal section for
FREE!
riMinarq

Miss A. Parker, you're a Pices in
Lawrenceville. I'm an Aquarian across
from Options. You know how to lie
and I know how to forget You bring
the carrots and I'll bring the pickles.
(V4,#4)

GWF, 23, seeks GWF for friendship
and possible relationship. I'm thoughtful, sensitive, quiet, professional, not
into bars, and enjoy music, movies,
and nature. Please send a letter including your phone number. SV Box 2354
(V4,#l)

Masculine Southern guy wanted, 35-45
ONLY, to relocate to Chicago for a
permanant relationship. I'm a GWM,
37, 5'6", masculine, hairy and stable.
Prefer blue eyes, hairy. Into affection,
mutual J/O, oral sex. Not anal. Call
weekday evenings (312) 728-7479.
(V4,#4)

GWF, 35, intelligent, attractive,
romantic, affectionate. Enjoy outdoors,
music, movies, candle-light and more.
Am looking for person of similar
attributes, for quality friendship but my
opportunities are limited. Are yours?
SV Box #2346, (V4,#3)

GWF some-what fern, seeks butch/masculine or very dom female for
friendship and progressively more.
Race no problem (would like first time
experiance with Black/Hispanic etc.) I
like drinking, camping and all types of
music, honest and open. 875-0338.
(V4,#4)

GBF, Butch, 33, 5'8" over 200 pounds.
2 female children, smoke, drink beer,
considerate, understanding, person
who enjoys a simple life, and simple
pleasures. Conversation, photography,
music, travel, etc. Friendship, possible
relationship. Will answer all. SV Box
#2347 (V4,#3)

GWF - 35 - seeks GWF for outside
fun, camping, going to beach, plus all
the other things that spring fever will
bring. Let's get ready for spring. No
Bi's. No drugs. "BLT", P.O. Box 1933,
Lawrenceville, GA 30246. (V4,#3)

ENJOY LEATHER, going out, traveling, games, watching TV? GWM, 32,
5'8", 145 lbs, Not into one night stands.
Seeks relationship with hairy, kinky,
cuddley man. Let me know what
you're into, looking for and enjoy.
Photo requested but not required. SV
BOX 2348 (V4,#3)

GWM 22, Cute. Interested in relocating to Atlanta from NC seeks wealthy
GWM to assist in relocation and acclimation in exchange for domestic
chores, cooking and companionship.
Serious replies only to: Randy, 206
South Wake Street, Hillsborough, NC
27278 or call (919) 732-3880. (V4,#3)

GWM - Southern Ivy educated with
Northern tendencies seeks GWMs 2545. Hot top who likes a little music,
theatre or just talk. If you know
Rossini is not just a pasta dish, answer
this ad w/photo. SV Box 2345 (V4,#3)

ANN DUCKWORTH

GWM, 33,5'10", 150 lbs, non-smoker,
non-drinker, educated, playful, into
travel, exercise, long walks, museums,
tired of bars and games, seeks similar
for fun / friendship / relationship. SV
Box 2343 (V4,#3)
GWM, 45, seeks mature GBM in
Rome, GA area for companionship or
relationship. P.O. Box 3257, Rome,
GA. 30164-3257 or (404) 236-9807.
(V4, #3)
Attractive GWF, 57", 135 lbs. 18, yet
mature. Blonde/Blue. Easy-going and
passionate. Seek same (20-30) for fun
and possible relationship. Send letter.
(I know you are out there!) SV Box
2339. (V4,#3)

Y

GWF, fern, 35, seeks mature GWF for
friendship, fun, possible relationship.
Are you honest, sincere, humorous,
intelligent? Do you like to explore the
city, travel the country? Are you a
romantic? Write and tell me what
you're looking for. SV Box 2344
(V4,#3)
GWM, HIV+, 30 yrs, 150 lbs. 5'10".
Considered attractive. Non-working
but financially secure. Would like to
meet a self-confident man w/same circumstances for an all-around hang-out
buddy. Photo/phone/note. SV Box
2340. (V4,#3)
CATCH OF THE CENTURY GWF- Butch, 37, Don't let me slip
through your fingers. Financially stable, intellectually strong, emotionally
secure. You are femme with similar
qualities & someone I can adore and
respect You are ready to create a loving, safe, exciting, passionate, romantic, communicative, committed relationship. SV Box 2341. (V4,#3)

CASH

A

FA$T

GWM 32, 6'3" Brn/Grn. Stable, selfemployed, down to earth. Seeks GWM
21-30 yrs for friendship and hopefully
much more. PLEASE, no drugs or
heavy drinkers. SV Box 2342.

CASH LOANS ON CAR TITLES
CONFIDENTIAL & QUICK

Call "THE SILVER FOX" 288-9415

WHAT'S YOUR BIGGEST PROBLEM?

• cleaning services •

5 years
of service
a

• residential
• commercial
• estate sales
empty homes
references
on request

CLASSIFIEDS

876-2709

LESBIAN COUPLE 20 and 21, new
to Atlanta. Enjoy movies, love animals, progressive music, sight-seeing,
and talking. Both smoke & drink. Live
in VA/HJGH. Would like to meet other
lesbians for friendship. Call 876-6754.
(V4,#3)

Tired of being lonely? Me too!
GWM, 37, 57", 125lbs. Swimmer's
build, thinning brown hair, hazel eyes,
average looks, smooth - seeks WM
(18-23) who is precocious, affectionate, dedicated, devoted, and seeking
intense friendship / relationship. Steve
426-0182. (V4,#3)

881-6383

Same presents

From New York & Chicago!
Southern Premier!

ADAM
and the

PERTS
by Victor Bumbalo

LET US FREE YOU FOR LOVE!

■ Beautify your home-inside and out ■
Licensed Massage Therapy ■ Catered Vegetarian Meals

365-8662 ■ PACKAGES AVAILABLE

Thursday - Sunday
February 21 st - March 1 Oth
8:00 pm Thursday thru Saturday
5:00 pm Sunday
Stage Three
at the

14th Street Playhouse
(Comer of Juniper 6c 14th across from Colony Square in Atlanta)

Tickets $ 10 in advance — $ 12 at door
Advance tickets available in February at
Charis Books fir More in Little Five Points
E.D.'s Gourmet Records in Ansley Square

Reservations

881-0817
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REAL

ESTATE

Fauver and Stuckey: Caring, Experienced Team
Anne Fauver and Rick
Stuckey, Emory office of
Cold well-Banker, have combined 20 years of experience
to form a new real estate
partnership, with an emphasis in better serving the lesbian and gay community.
Anne and Rick are each in
long-term personal relationships and view their newly
formed working partnership
with similar pride and
esteem. "We have total and
complete trust in each
other," confides Anne,
"...which is important
because we will literally
split our earnings 50/50."
Rick Stuckey is a respected real estate professional
known for his ability to put
his customers at ease with
gentle guidance.
Anne is the former chairperson of the board of the

AIDS Research Consortium
of Atlanta and is recognized
city-wide for her many credentials and 13 years in real
estate management. "I decided to go back into selling,"
she explains, "because of the
need for top of the line real
estate professionals in a
complex market. Rick and I
are convinced that we have
the combined understanding
and experience it takes to
sell homes and the knowledge to help first-time buyers feel absolutely comfortable with purchasing a
home. From an investment
point of view, with interest
rates below 9% on 30 year
fixed rate loans, a buyer can
make money and a seller can
get the best price for their
home even in a slower market period. This current market situation," she explains,"

reflects more of a selfinduced low confidence than
an economic reality and is
much different from the
recession of the 70's when
interest rates soared."
Anne and Rick credit the
gay and lesbian community
for the early renovations and
improvements in residential
Midtown, Inman Park, Grant
Park, Virginia-Highlands,
Morningside and Ormewood
and recognize this important
role in developing them into
thriving and beautiful neighborhoods. "We understand
this evolution and can provide the best problem-solving techniques with the best
training and experience
available...we have the
backing of a whole team of
professionals in financing,
inspection, warranties, and
closing for a challenging

market. For instance, a lot of
people don't realize that a
same-sex couple can apply
for conventional and FHA
loans. You don't have to be
married in the traditional
sense to count both incomes
toward qualification, however, a VA loan is different
and requires couples to be
married with at least one
military veteran spouse."
Anne and Rick are
thrilled to announce their
partnership and look forward
to answering your questions
and serving Southern Voice
readers with respect and
absolute confidence.
Anne Fauver, Rick Stuckey.
Coldw ell-Banker, Emory.
(404)321-4461.

COLDWeLL
BANKCRU

Congratulations

coLouieu.
BANKER I]

1

Expect the best"

Lee Smith. ,

A New Partnersip
Dedicated To Serving
Our Community Better

Agent of the Months

Call Anne or Rick.. .Let's talk about why we think now is
the best time in several years to buy a home...

Coldwell-Banker, Morningside
Agent of the Month, 2 out of the
last 4 months!
Call For All Your Real Estate Needs

SAVVY BUYERS ARE ACTING NOW
• Terrific Selections Of Homes
• Lowest Interest Rates
In Your Price Range and
In Over 4 Years
Desired Community
• Best Real Estate Investments
• Attractive Prices
Are Made When Market Is Flat
We can show you any listing on the market
ORMEWOOD PARK
DECATUR
Fee Simple townhome. Shows
3 BR, 2 BA. Move-in Condition,
better than model. $114,900
$63,900
MORNINGSIDE/IOHNSON ESTATES
DECATUR/AGNES SCOTT
Renovated brick tudor. First ad
2 BR, 1 BA. Quality renovation,
priced to sell @ $234,900
starter home $57,000
VIRGINIA-HIGHLANDS
MORNINGSIDE
3 BR, 2 BA. Renovated. Ready to
All new systems, special home,
move into. First Ad $142,000
reduced to $149,500
NORTH FULTON
Huge soft contemporary on the Chattahoochie
across national forrest. $475,000.

LEE SMITH
ASSOCIATE BROKER, GRI

coLouieu.
BANKCRD

874-2262 (O) 876-1459 (H) 280-1489 (P)

Look For
Our Insert
In This Edition
A MEMBER OF THE

cotouieu.
BANKeR U

%ick S^ckeif,
(O) 321-4461
(H) 876-4474
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coLouieu.
BANKeRU

ft/fvfve fkuvei
(O) 321-4461
(H) 876-3545

Expect the best"

874-2262
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ANN HUDSON
325-2999

JAMES BYRD
876-8432

'Your Real Estate Specialists'
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REAL

ESTATE
The perfect home meets your
budget, personal taste and
lifestyle. Call me to help you
find it.

Care and Concern For First-Time Buyers
• Affordable housing on the smart side of town • Low money down
• More house for your money • Easy for the self-employed

CHRIS CARROLL

-REALTOR on the Southside

Your P

corki feltman

re/max assoc

473-9567

Million Dollar Club Member

321-3123 ^fh,
office ^J* '
225-8311 ' "
OSSdt.
dig. beeper

/

1 -800-933-3625

^2E

RE/MAX metro atlanta

LET ME
MAKE IT
EASY FOR
YOU!

Dear Anne,
It was a happy adventure to walk
through the purchase of my house with you
as my counselor, advisor, scrutinizing eyes,
and encourager. Your skill made it
happen, and I am most grateful.
.. Judge Dorothy Beasley

No Red Tape
Loan Assumption
Non-Qualifying
• Bad Credit OK
Spacious 1 Bedroom
Emory Condo $59,500

RE/MAX
metro atlanta

321-3123 (o)
873-2508 (h)

261- 9093

Call Today for:
The BEST in
Real Estate Services

1 Bedroom Rentals
(Close-in)

728-8800

RE/MAX metro atlanta
321-3123 (o)
873-2508 (h)

Now Is The Time To Buy A Home!
541 BROYLES ST. Deluxe G.P. Victorian, 3 BR, 2 Bath, the worts! 119K
504-06 BRYAN ST. Sparkling Duplex w/lBR each side, Nice! 60s
Great Building Lot! Comer of Cameron St. and Rosalia St. $18,500
490 CAMERON ST. 2BR home w/terrace rental unit, low 80s
697 DELMAR AVE. BEST BUY IN GRANT PARK 3/2 lg. rms, $69,500
1085 E. Confederate Ave. Craftsman style, 3/2 plus sm. ten-, rental unit, all renovated
$89,500
293 GEORGIA AVE. HANDYMAN SPECIAL, 2BR, Victorian. 50s
662 GLENWOOD AVE. Great 2BR Viet, all redone. Pool, 80s
2014 MCLENDON AVE. WONDEROUS LAKE CLAIRE HOME, Hilltop site, 3BR,
2Bath, pool, all the extras. 150s
531 CLIFTON RD. CANDLER PARK duplex, great for owner occupant deal! 70s
ORMEWOOD PARK FIXER UP!! Over ten homes available needing light TLC, 50s &
60s
908 UNDERWOOD AVE. Deluxe 3BR 2 ath Ormewood home completely redone. 80s
1064 DELAWARE AVE. HUGE CRAFTSMAN w/many updates needs finish wort.

"The First Name
In Real Estate"

For More Information

ART
AUERBACH
"The Last Name You'll
Ever Need"

RE/MAX INTOWN (404) 728-8800 ext. 9240

fX^HE MoSTLY

Move in Specials • All Prices, Sizes, Locations
• Short and Long Term Leases
• Corporate Apartments Available

Call MIKE GLASS

Re/Max Intown

UNFABULOUS

Free
Apartment
Locating Service

Worry "Free" Service

ART
AUERBACH

■ Active member of
the Community

...or if you're single

Anne Free

mike glass

• 1988 Professional
Person Of the Year
—The Atlanta
Business &
Professional Guild
■ Lifetime member
Million Dollar Club

For Singles Only

Jim
Hilliard
RE/MAX IN TOWN
your neighborhood realtor
622-2127/728-8800
Visit my home office at 1055 Delaware
Ave. (next to Ormewood Pk.
Presbyterian Church)

Social. LiFe£ETHAN GREEN...
A*>O060OW*6W>*>X>OC<«^^

All areas including: Buckhead - Midtown
Rosweii - Marietta - Norcross
Toll Free 1-800-444-9093

APARTMEMInlATra

ELI

SALEEBY

The "HouseSOLD" word in Real Estate

Are you looking for any of the following:
Comfort,
Great Location
Luxury, Style
Affordability ?
Then you need to check out these
"In-Town Homes"!
345 7th St.
$ 59,900
1170 N. Highland $ 79,900
803 DurantPl. $ 69,900
3360 PTreeRd. $ 85,000
1457 HillpineLa $ 139,000
1312 Stillwood
$ 131,900
To Find The Home Of Your "Dreams" Call ELI.,
He's a" Dream Maker"!

Call ELI at
RE/MAX in TOWN (404)728-8800

^.vvv--v^X>OOOOV9$«WuwQvv^*^»^*OQW(^

MlDLIFECRiSlS, ETHAN
C

GOD Knows WHAT GOF ON
WITH THESE OLDER <SUYS..
TAKE WHEN MY PAD

SUPDEHUY STAS-TeP
u)EARin& VelPuR SUITS
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CLASSIFIEDS
GWF - 19 seeks GWF (18-25) for
friendship / possible relationship.
Interests - Progressive Music, Little 5
Pts, dancing, concerts, roses. No fakes,
please...write to: PO Box 516,
Lebanon, GA 30146. (V4,#3)
WM, 26, 5'8", 160. Inexperienced.
Seeks older masculine discret hairy
daddy type for understanding private
closeness. Photo/phone. SV Box 2334
(V4,#3)
GWM, 30, HIV-, non-smoking, professional, attractive, masculne, athletic,
stable, bright and passionate seeks
same 27-33 for friendship & possible
relationship. SV Box 2335 (V4,#3)
GWM, healthy, active PWA. Has too
much free time, seeks same to fill
some of it with. P.O. Box 44, Atlanta,
30301. (V4,#3)
GWF-39. Butch, but not masculine
seeks GWF-Fem. (30-45) for friendship and possible long-term relationship. NO DRUGS. SV Box 2336.
(V4,#3)

PERSONAL GROWTH

ALCHMCALFAIR
FREE day of FUN! Sponsored by
the Alchemical Hypnotherapy
Assoc. of Atlanta (AHAA!), celebrating the theme of the "Valentine
Within," or the "Inner Mate." FREE
readings, body work, door prizes,
comedy, snacks and surprises for
your inner child. Inner-space 310
Hammond Drive. Sandy Springs.
10AM-6PM, Saturday, Feb. 16.
Info: call 289-2343.
Personal Growth Group for lesbians
beginning in mid-March will focus on
issues of intimacy, self-awareness, and
trusL Initial interview required. For
more info, call Laurie Richardson,
M.S., Partners In Health/Chrysalis at
881-6300. (V4,#l)

New Construction

Remodeling

GAY COUPLES
COUNSELING
Confronting
Your
Fears -

gene cloud
Commercial

Moving?

DR. PRINCETTA

873-6888
EROTIC-SPIRITUAL MEN Matthew
Simmons and John Ballew invite you
to a sacred sex seminar developed by
Joseph Kramer. (No lecture) In this
hands-on weekend of erotic explorations and sexual initiations you will
experiment with sacred sex rituals
based on Tantric, Taoist, and Native
American traditions. Learn 25 erotic
massage strokes to enhance and prolong orgasm. Atlanta - March 23, 24
or May 18, 19. 9am-6pm. Cost is
$250. We accept MasterCard/Visa. For
information call Body Electric School
at (415) 653-1594 or John Ballew
(404) 659-5175. Honor your sexuality!
(V4,#5)

who were sexually abused as children.
Individual and Group Psychotherapy.
Emory/ Decatur Area. Contact: Robert
A. Deen, M.Div., Psychotherapist.
289-4217. (V3,#26)

Residential

CALL:

874-8294

The Achievement
Of A Lifetime

REC0VERYR,RMEN

Emmett Construction
873-2305

Individual and group
psychotherapy.
Franklin Abbott, LCSW
Anslcy Therapy Associates

PETS
EXOTIC BIRDS FOR SALE
Nanday Conures, Love Birds,
Rosellas, Ring-Neck Parakeets and
more. Unusual, perfect for gifts,
healthy. 325-2660 (V4,#3)

PSYCHICS
Psychic readings by appL
Everett P. Inman, 876-3791. ■
Member: GA Assoc. of
Psychics & Intuitive Consullants.

REAL ESTATE
Unique Grant Park town home.
Remodeled 70 yr. old Victorian, 9' ceilings, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths. Perfect for
roommates, singles. Easy access to
Downtown,
Midtown
area.
Refrigerator, washer and dryer stay, 3
ceiling fans, $69,900. Property Systems
393-9190. Harvey Sharpe (pager) 2803113.(V3,#26)
Candler Park - We'll personalize this
soon-to-be totally renovated 3 BR, 1
BA home. All new cabinets, finishes
and systems inside, outside. 2nd bath
possible. LR, DR, den, off-street parking, quiet, wooded lot Walk out basement, attic storage. $125,900. 8742125. (V4,#l)

Traveling?

RETAIL
Uncompromising
quality in fresh
European, tropical &
domestic garden flowers.

1-900-990-3390
• Nationwide

• Listings of:
Bars / Restaurants / Places to Stay
NEW!!! VOICE INFORMATION TRAVEL GUIDE
FOR GAYS

v

Participating accommodations offer callers a $3.00 discount

A FLORIST
872-6496

Metro Atlanta Delivery
Visa, MC, AMX
1830-A Piedmont Rd

FOR MEN & WOMEN

TRAVEL

2441 Cheshire Bridge Rd.

636-9727

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST
The only gay/lesbian

NY City/Southerner seeks roommate
availability in Atlanta. I'm quiet, nonsmoker, non-drinker. Nice possessions
for own room. Can be good friend &
fun. Secure and dependable. Call collect after 6, Robert Green (718) 8757005. (V3,#26)
GM/GF needed to share contemp.
condo, Clairmont 1-85 area, 2 BR, 2
1/2 BA, W/D, fireplace. $375/mo. incl.
util. Call 636-6164, leave a message.
(V3,#26)
Quiet GWF Student seeks similar to
share 2-3 bed &bath apt Luxurious,
safe, inexpensive, in nature preserve in
Smyrna - Many Extras. Utilities
included. $360.00. Call 984-9978 for
details or leave message. (V4,#l)

SERVICES
PIANO TUNING, LESSONS. Piano
tuning, repairs, rebuilding, all ages,
levels. 523-5214. (V3,#26)
Having Lunch Alone? Too much
TV? Want to meet new friends and
have community? Enjoy new activities? Join the day program at Common
Ground for people living with
HIV/AIDS. The program operates
Monday-Friday, 10:30-3:30. Call
874-8686 for information. Atlanta
Interfaith AIDS Network.

TAX PREPARATION
ATLANTA'S BEST

Petals

RON'S TAX AND
RECORDKEEPING SERVICE
Expert preparation of 1990 and
prior year income tax returns.
Prepared and checked by computer
for accuracy. Reasonable rates.
All work guaranteed.
By confidential private appointment. Call Ron at 876-1676.
Serving Atlanta since 1983.

Optical Stores
ROOMMATES

ON THE MOVE,-TM
• Up to Date

Where you get more
than just a great
pair of glasses...
You get community
support.
Eyewearfrom:

Just ask one of your friends;
they probably use us.

HLM SERVICES, INC.
Hours: Mon-Fri, 8:30 am - 5:30 pm.
Call for appointment 659-0315.

accommodations at the ocean
between Ft. Lauderdale and
Rehoboth. 10 miles to historic
Charleston. Affordable deluxe
rooms and breakfast, social
hour, 8-person spa. Brochure:
PO Box 41,
Folly Beach, SC 29439.

(803) 588-9443

PAMPER YOURSELF
in P-Town. Fireplaced rooms and cottages. Private baths, colour T.V.'s,
daily maid service, and delicious
gourmet breakfasts. Beautiful gardens
and parking. One block from bay
beaches. Off-season rates from March
29-May 23. Bradford Gardens Inn,
178 Bradford SL, Provincetown, MA
02657. (508) 487-1616. (V4,#4)

CZ/eSratfc*
-ED&BREAKFAS
an Intown Atlanta
Women's Retreat
Hot Tub, Massage,
Wheelchair Accessible,
Delicious Vegetarian
Breakfast
(404) 521-2502
762 HIGHLAND AVE.
MEXICO BEACH., FLA Beach
Front Efficiency. Private entrance in
lesbian's home on the Gulf. Perfect for
quiet getaway. Bed and Breakfeast
optional. Very reasonable rates. (904)
648-8764. (V4,#l)

Wallace & Weir; attorneys: Take
advantage of our knowledge of the tax
laws, see our ad in the Professional
Directory. (V3,#26)

$.95 a min.-$1.45 for 1st min. Home or business touch tone phones only. For FREE listing information write:
THM, Inc., P.O. Box 2154, Neenah, Wl 54956

-:«?

Express how you really feel!

t

with a beautiful black diamond ring from Reebekka, Ltd.

Created especially for gay & lesbian lovers.
What Sophistii tion! An original"
designed to elegantly represent the
liberated free spirits. It's the ring to
be seen in...a fted in both sterling
silver and 14 rat white gold band,
brushstroke!I n each side.. .large
emerald cut s mokey topaz...topped
by a white er blem inset that represents our on ss with nature. Real
Material...Rf value.
At last a qua
ring to represent
relationship'
ong our members-
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one that is sophisticated, conservative, yet uniquely noticeable.
The magic of this ring is that smokey
topaz is such an expensive stone and
the size and the weight of this band
is so non-traditional that no one
would guess it's just $75 for the
silver and $350 for the gold. Wear
this ring and be noticed by the right
people.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full Refund.

Yes! I want to order my [ 1 silver [ ] 14K White Gold Ring.

Size
Enclosed is [ ] Check or [ ] Money Order for $
MasterCard or Visa accepted.
#

Signature

Exp. date

REEBEKKA, LTD, INC. Dept. GA 12
POB 28617, Atlanta, GA 30368 (404) 394-0974
(Include $2.50 for postage/handling. GA Residents include sales tax)
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CLASSIFIEDS
Fully self-contained Gay Men's Resort
20 person sauna, deluxe & bunk
rooms, gourmet meals, beer bar, 10
person sunken Jacuzzi, full facility
pool, clothing optional, 250 acres of
secluded elegance. TIMBERFELL
LODGE. Rt. 11, Box 94-A,
Greeneville, Tennessee or call David:
1 (800) 437-0118 /1 (615) 234-0833.
(V4,#8)

VOLUNTEERS
QUEER NATION ATLANTA needs
your help. Call or write. Queer Nation
Atlanta, PO Box 50342, Atlanta, GA
30308. (404) 286-2355. (ongoing)
Volunteers needed to deliver meals for
PROJECT OPEN HAND/ATL @
lunchtime or evening. Please call
Megan @ 525-4620 (V4,#3)
Volunteers With An Attitude this
one's for you. You've always wanted to
help us out but: Typing is so trying,
paste-up is just tacky, circulation
makes you dizzy. How 'bout modeling? Be part of a series that encourages
our readers to BUY OUT: supporting
the advertisers who make Southern
Voice possible. People of color, couples, singles, differently abled encouraged. Call BUI or Liz 876-1819.

Writers - If you have a way with
words, Southern Voice wants to talk to
you. Those interested in politics, community and sports are especially
encouraged to call Gary at 876-0789.
Volunteer or small fee paid.
SOUTHERN VOICE CIRCULATION. Join us distributing Southern
Voice as a volunteer. We have single
copy box and route distribution where
your involvement can help us reach the
Atlanta lesbian and gay community.
It's fun; it's fulfilling, and you get to
read the paper first! For info call Jana
Tyson at 876-1831.

VALENTINES

a®

Dear Kim,
^^
My thanks to God for your
love these past three
months. You have given
me the chance to love
again and to know that I
am loved. Remember that
my love is with you each
day.
Brian

MariaTHANKS for making my
life complete. Married life
with you is unbeatable! I
love you more every day.
Happy Valentines Day.
Kathy

Susan- w
She Of The Silly, Stoned,
Sexy Smile—You're my
sweetest & most aggravating friend. I love you!
Maui
K.J.- You'll have to keep
me and love me cause
there's no turning back~
now lady! 14 3 7
W
M.R.D.-J.

Cindy: The night we met
you asked my sign—I
know you were a bit rusty,
but 7 years later I know I
could not have found a
love deeper than yours nor
a more honest friendship. I
love you!
A* Pam...Aries

Happy Valentine's Day!
To all my dancing buddies
and Bad, Jane, KT, Pat,
Julie, Jeanine, Jan R.,
Angela M.,Gayle,T,
Gina, Joanne.
Yer girlfriend,
(Shyne)Alix

Hel, Whisper your
thoughts to me; fill me
with the wonder of you. I
melt with your touch—I
fall off the edge just looking into your eyes. Loving
you is such serious fun.
Jana

To: Richie,
_
A Double Whammy! *^
Happy birthday & happy
Valentine's Day.
I Wuv U, Pookie.

There once was a young
dyke named Joan, who
yearned for a lover and a
clean tidy home. The lover
is me and 6 years have
passed, alas the home
resembles a nuclear blast.
Love is stronger than 409.
I love you, honey, please
be mine — Liz
^

*P

Dear Champ,
^^
You knocked me up, but
that's okay-I know how
much you like to play. I
love your ears and your
big fluffy tail. My love for
you will never fail.
Love, Sadie
Glynn,
*W
Thank you for entering
my life. You'll always be
my big big big big big big
big big Daddy.
Bill

WOEK GAYME $

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
24.
25.
28.
31.
32.
33.
36.
39.
40.
42.
43.
46.
47.
49.
50.
51.
52.
54.

Supreme goddess?
An Early Frost star Aidan
What acior Tom does in a bar?
Diacritical mark
Verdi opera
John Kcat's poem on a Grecian
urn
Deco designer Roinain de
Tirioff
Uniidy place for military meals?
Victorican writer Vernon
Well of Loneliness heroine had
one on her cheek
Not them
Medieval ploughman
Transcendental Meditation
Crackling on the radio, snow on
the TV
Intense gazes
Nothing
Period of lime
Beebo Brinker's creator
(with 26 down)
Clock sound
Year(abbr)
Claw
Ruthenium (symbol)
Sloping floor, walk, or
roadway
Helen Reddy hit with
"Woman" (2 words)
Mix with a spoon
Double-reed wind
instrument
Limb
Dancer en pointc?
Mighty hunter descended
from Ham (biblical)
Frequency of the gay pride
celebrations

56. Donkeys

57. Rides the waves
DOWN
1. Least moist
2. Lesbians don't need
these
3. He killed himself when
another man got
Achilles' armor (Gk)
4. Nova Scotia (abbr)
5. Pertaining to the Greek
people who colonized
Lesbos
6. Derogatory term for
gay people
7. Word of hesitation
8. Lesbos and the like in
France
9. Tattlctale

Tiger Dude, ^^
You're in a category by
yourself. Life without you
now would be catastrophe.
Since your cute furry butt
was catapulted into our
lives by fate, things just get
better and better. (KC will
go into a catatonic state
and come after me with a
cat -o-nine-tails for this.)
We love you Dude.
The Fabulous X-acto Girls

Solve the

ACROSS
1.
2.
11.
12.
14.
15.

Hey Darlin — I'd much
rather whisper uncensored
material into your ear, but
Joan & Cleve said they
needed more mushy stuff
to fill space. I am lovin
this lovin you...What do
we need this 14th of
February for anyway?
Every day is Valentine's
Day for me.. .Wanna take
a drive to Chattanooga?
— C'est Moi

\CBCE
Word Gayme
Puzzle
and WIN!
10. Nod the head
11. He wrote The Stranger
13. Gore Vidal and Truman
Capote weren't on
speaking
16. Ruby or Sandra
22. Earhart's avocation
23. Salon keeper Gertrude
26. See 33 across
27. Jack Haley played this
man in The Wizard of
Oz
29. Aids-Related Complex
30. Ben was one
33. Romantic British poet
34. T. E. Lawrence locale
35. Women's press and
water nymphs
36. Choreographer Tune
and namesakes
37. Large bay windows
38. Actor Tim who sang,
"I'm a sweet transvestite from transexual
Transylvania."
41. Roman household deity
44. Comedienne Jackie
Mablcy
45. Personnel (abbr)
47. Judy Garland or Belle
Davis
48. Musician Adricnnc
53. Old English
55. Emory University
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A beautiful sterling silver smokey topaz original ring
by Reebekka LTD (A $75.00 value)

M

T

Complete the Word Gayme Puzzle,
fill out the coupon below and mail to:
Word Gayme, Southern Voice Classifieds
P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 303io
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Congratulations to
last month's winners:
Carrie Singleton and
Janet Jakobsen
ofDecatur

Deadline for Entries: Friday, March 8,1991

First Correct entry drawn will be
declared the winner
Solution to Word Gayme #2 and new puzzle
will be published March 12,1991.
Winner will be notified by phone.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip.

Phone #.
souill KN

M$£E
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□ Yes, I would like to be contacted by a
representative from Reebekka, LTD
Sponsored by Southern Voice Classified and Reebekka, LTD.
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When We Are
Makin' Love

Believe
This love for you
does not begin
behind locked doors
or in dark rooms where my hands
could
touch your crotch;
my lips taste your heat.
It began
that night I saw your face
and told myself,
"No, this could never happen."
- Darin Roberts-Riley

You know
the way I feel when
you press my body
against the cold bathroom tile
and find the spot
that opens my mouth
to whatever you give me
and what I feel when
my hands sense your heat
in the steam of a shower
and find-the spot
that opens you up
to whatever I give you
are
the things my dreams are made of.
-Darin Roberts-Riley

Dear Leigh
Dear Leigh
Can you see
I love you
Do you love
me too?
Will you say fine
to be my Valentine

Southern Voice asked you to take pen in hand, to share your heart-felt
sentiments with our readers. Here is a sample of your feelings
in tribute to Saint Valentine's Day.

Glenn, they asked for a poem
they preferred it to be short
one about love,
without stating which sort.
Love for a brother
that AIDS took away
written by your sister
the one who is gay.
Your family loves & misses you
we'd all like to say
you're in our hearts
this Valentines Day
PS. A daughter was born
to Peter and Lee
They named her Rosalyn
Glenn on November 3
She will know you!
-Joy Heffernan

-Chase VanderEIs

My Mother, My
Lover, and Me
I woke up this morning in the arms of
a Goddess
Reaching outward-I stumbled within
I remembered my mother's touch
I found myself lost inside her walls
Breathing in my mother's love
I released reality to allow her within
Now, I in her-She in me
The universe is one
Yet we are three.
-Teri Kai

Valentine

Glenn 5/62-8/90

I couldn't write you a love poem
you could call your very own
For I felt I must give credit
to other women I have known.
It started with my
Mother
who loved me best of all
And proceeded to my sisters
who have helped me walk so tall.
Women who have held me close
and rocked me through the night
Others who have led me forward
and surrounded me with light.
Women who have loved me
and kissed my tears away
Brought me books and let me see
the loveliness of Gay.
So Lesbian woman of my heart
who thinks I am so grand
I am a piece of all the women
who've loved me before we began.
I love you, dearest, without fear
thanks to those who've gone before
and because they loved me, so much,
I was able to love you more.
-Samantha Claar

Mirror, Taste of Moon
Luminous to me, you are
the silver behind the glass, moon
flatly envisioned there
In night the sale trade
of waves, slow shoulders
of oceans bear your image: you
are not there

You hold yourself lightly
in the blue ruse of night, the darkness
that houses you
So I wander the bright
chambers of your heart, in silver
I greet myself everywhere, and far
from the sea I taste salt
-Deborah Monroy

Standing Still
How did I ever do without you
all these years
not knowing you were there for me
I was busy being distracted
not noticing you
until I found myself alone
with time to cultivate love
for your giving nature
divine inspiration
outrageous behavior
diverse creativity
I bless myself in love
If no one else will share
I'll learn this relationship
is a lifetime commitment.
—Miriam Carroll

3 Verses
to a Gay Psychiatrist from His Gay Patient
Dear Tom: you are
Dear Tom: you are
my precious puddin' plum tart
my doctor-fortress
my poundcake with ice cream
my sandalwood baby
my buttercup in a snowbank
my sleek Burmese with Siamese eyes
my honey colored, bluejay-gray-eyed
my moon disc, my tulip bed,
wolverine
my crumble cookie
Dear Tom: you are
my legendary iceberg
my thousand year old spice
my poet in a snowstorm,
my hummingbird
my summer cloud,
my wedding bell rice
-Raymond Kirk

When we are makin' love
Don't turn out the light
I need to see your face
The way you look at me
Oh, the way you look right through mc
When we are makin' love
Take your time
You are mine
The way you look at me, tonight
Looks like love.
When we are makin' love
Can't stop wanting you
I want to hold you close
The way you feel to me
Oh, the way you feel all over me
When we are makin' love
Gives me chills
Sends me thrills
The way you feel to me, tonight
Feels like love.
When we are makin' love
Whisper in my ear
Sing some sweet caresses
The way you sound to me
Oh, the way you sound goes through
me
When we are makin' love
Play your song
Won't be long
The way you sound to me, tonight
Sounds like love.
-Cleve Seay

A Song of the Body
His body talks to me.
His body is a celebration of music and
lyric.
His body sings to me.
Its smell, its feel, its whiteness,
Covers my thoughts and
Drowns my senses into shivering
waves.
It is smooth, it is pure white, and it is
like a
baby's skin.
When he is on his stomach,
You begin to hear his song.
His back curves lyrically to two pretty
cheeks
that rise like the sun, bright and
silky.
It leads to two bespeckled legs
—smooth with freckles,
And it adds up to a lyrical masterpiece,
With tastes and smells found only in
the morning dew.
So still, yet it sings.
So silky, yet it sings.
A song of beauty,
A song of creativity,
A song of pleasure,
A song of passion.
And only those men, who experience
this total man, will
hear the song in its entirety.
Only then will a man appreciate the
spiritual gift he
offers.
Only then will a man taste the wine
and realize how
sweet it is.
Only then will a man experience the
Song of the Body.
- Richard K. Adler

